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AMERICAN LEGION ELECTS

Death claimed another of Houlton’s
inspected residents last week, one
who will be sincerely missed by her
many friends and more especially in
her own home circle,
Mrs.
Clara
Titcomb, who for 46 years has resided
in this town, known and respected by
all who knew her. A few weeks ago
she was taken ill, but no serious re
sults were anticipated, hut on Monday
her condition grew rapidly worse cmd
on Tuesday afternoon
she
parsed
away.
Mrs. Titcomb was horn in Dover,
Society Hall was treated to one of j
Yielding to an insistant
demand
Me. in 1852, the daughter of Mr. and
the
largest
crowds
in
the
history
o
f
!
for
increased
bathing
facilities
at
Mrs. Heinan Ray. and was married to
its
brief
existence
on
Monday
evening
Crescent
Park,
George
A.
Russell,
the
the late Frank W. Titconjb in 1X74.
Dali
in proprietor, is busy building a new
removing to Houlton two years later when the first Fireman's
eighteen years furnished a more than wharf at Nickerson
Lake
which
where she has since resided.
She was a quiet homy loving woman pleasant evening to nearly three promises to add greatly to the ever
hundred and fifty people.
increasing popularity of this favorite
a splen.ifd neighbor, one who was
From eight thirty until two thirty j haunt of pleasure seekers during th
always ready to assist the unfortunate.
She is survived! by two children, the first social function of the fire j summer months.
The new addition consists of a
Walter F. and Ethel, another daughter laddies in nearly a score of years
and
to
a
orchestra strongly reinforced pier eleven feet
Mae died about: three years ago, two held sway
brothers who live in Oldtown also specially tuned up and attired for the square with a foundation fifteen feet
thirty
survive her.
: occasion, the mob that attended for deep, out in the lake some
The
Funeral services were held from got all their troubles in five hours feet from the present wharf.

1

STATE HIGHWAY
WORK FOR THE
COMING YEAR

At the annual election of officers
of the American Legion the follow
ing slate was chosen to take care of
the affairs of the legion for the year
11*22: Commander, James C. Madigan;
vice-commander. Verne Boutlier; fi
nance officer, Jack Britton.
A. II.
Dyer was reelected to the position of
Post Adjutant for another year.
Among the proposed plans to im
prove the quarters of the legion at
tlu1 old fire house is to establish a
lanteen in the quarters where there
will he on sale cigars,
cigarettes,
(At the urgent request of a number
"Every little hit added to what you
tobacco,
candy,
etc.
t>f readers of the TIMES we are verv
glad to give, in a series of articles,
have makes just a little bit m o r e ’
The
past
year
has
seen
the
activi
a few of the things which were seen by
the editor on his trip to Honolulu,
ties ami improvements of the legion is very applicable to the road building
where he attended the sessions of the
Press Congress of the World during
increase by leaps and bounds. In the program in the State of Maine, and
October.)
beginning of the year they were the truth of the quotation is very
established in the upstairs of the Red applicable in the case of Road condi
On Saturday night, Oct. 22, ther
Cross buildjng where they remained tions in the P:ne Tree State.
was a Parade of "Nations” given for
During the past season there have
until
the Red Cross
rooms
were
the benefit of the Press delegates,
block,
been
built and completed in the State
transferred
to
the
Mansur
which consisted of a lantern parade
when
they
moved
down
stairs
where
147
miles
of Trunk Line Highway, of
of the many different nationalities of
the
quarters
were
much
better
adaptwhich
the
Federal Government paid
the city, composed of Hawaiians,
ed to their uses.
Two large pool one half of the cost and besides this
Filipinos, Japanese. Chinese, Koreans
tables were secured and installed there was the usual amount of State
and Americans all carrying very
therein
and are now doing a rushing aid road in the several counties. In
elaborate lanterns and decorations and
her late home on Elm Street Thurs- 1 enjoyment
water around the new' site is approxi- j j)usjness
Through the generosity of addition to th:.s Trunk Line work
as there were prizes given there was
day afte/rnoon, conducted by Rev. A.
The doors of the hall had hardly j mutely fourteen feet deep which leaves the townspeople many excellent pieces there is already under construction
a large amount of interest manifest
M. Thompson, burial being made in
keen thrown open when the crowd j a projection above the surface of about of furniture have been received and and contract which will be completed
and some of the floats showed that a
Evergreen cemetery.
began to pour in, and before an hour ; one foot. Constructed of logs rein- the rooms are quite homelike.
this year in Aroostook County 9 miles,
great deal of time and money had
-------------- had elapsed “ standing room only” was |forced hv heavy planking, the space
Adjutant Dyer has announced that while down state there is 23 miles
been spent.
Mrs. Edmund Edwards of Philadel-j the invisible
sign.
; between the four walls is filled with he will be at the legion rooms every to be finished in addition to what has
On the following Monday we were phia is in town the guest of her IThe firemen themselveswere pre-1 rocks which makes for extreme firmWednesday
evening
until
further been completed, the total amount of
shown one of the principal industries daughter, Mrs. Orville Oreutt, M ili-: sent
in their dress uniforms other- ness and eliminates all possibility of notice in order to receive the yearly which is 170 m les.
of the island, that of canning Pine tary St.
i wise seen only on days of parades, j danger. Surmounting the foundation dues of $3 which is now due.
A fine program of building has been
apples. First we were taken through
---------------- and added a realistic touch of color j will he a platform measuring between
arranged
by the State Highway Com
the can factory and showiT how the
to the scene.
j twenty-five and thirty feet square. It
mission for the year 1922 in which
cans were manufactured, the
can
The interior of the hall itself was ! is the plan to erect tlfereon several
Aroostook County will benefit very
factory adjoining the pineapple can
v>-ell nigh unrecognizable to all the ; devices for the benefit of the thoulargely,
for besides 12 miles actually
ning works, where the cans were run
regular dance crowd, being profusely j sands of people who patronize the lake
within
the
county, there is to be built.
after being completed.
The apples j
______
and
very tastflv decorated.
Long j in the hot summer months to take
o
«
m
V
i
TT
il
the
Plans
of the Commission are
are first peeled and cored, all of the j Danger of Losing Service Unless stringers of cedar twigs embellished j advantage of the splendid bathing
o Referees Make T w o Different
_
„
„
carried
out,
4.5
miles in the town Qt
work being done by machinery e x - 1
Shippers W a k e Up to its Full
Games— Presque Isle Leader
the foui walls, hanging in arches half ! facilities offered.
Winn,
8
miles
in
Milford and Greencepting the inspection of the sliced j
Meaning
Breaks
Shoulder
way down. Every window was cur-;
On one side of the platform there
hush, 4 miles in Orono and 2.25 miles
apple, which is run over endless'
--------tained and in the middle of each war, j will be built an arrangement of chute
Charles
White, chief
1loulton High had no difficulty in in Oldtown, all of which is on Trunk
tables where the native women
^manes M.
a i . h nue,
u uei of
U1 the ' jlung a wreath of everygreen. From the mho chutes with slides emptying into
rnhhar cloves watch Division of Markets, Department of •
■
i
„ . . .
... .
, . 4
visiting
basketball Line K leading into Aroostook County
phishing
the
furnished with rubber gloves waicn
1electric lights in the center ot the room the water. This device will he stru t- ;
nieces
!
Argiculture,
said
recently
regarding;
,
.
,
,
quintet
from
Dresque
Isle
with a and which when completed, will
for the slices which had small pieces
hung garlands of yellow and green ly modern, the same as is used in
of the outside on them, that
the , potato inspection:
49
to
32
defeat
in
the
Hey
wood
last benefit residents of this section ot
more preientious hut less favorably
crept*
paper
festooned
to hang
“ I find that there is more interns'
the state as well as tourists into tha
Wednesday
evening.
peeler had not touched, and these
down toward tin* floor. Tin* stage situated resorts. On the side facing
were removed with a sharp knife, go-jin the Maine shipping point inspec was a masterpiece of cleverness both the shore and pointing up the lake
There was in reality two games of Garden of Maine. In the county it
lag from this table into the cans,; tion of potatoes than we thought, in its idea and the arrangement. It there will he erected a twenty foot basketball observed by the spectators. self it is planned to build the road
Hill,
from there into the heaters and then |Professor I. G. Davis of the
Agri- unis hanked around with cedar stling spring hoard with a reinforced base. In the first half Horseman of Presque from Presque Isle to Mars
sealed, labled and packed ready for 1cultural College at Sterrs, Conn., sec- ers and on each side was a small On the opposite corner facing the Isle handled the wliistle and according completing the stretch of improved
8hipment. The cores as well as the j ret ary of -the New England Assoeia- Christmas tree. In the center of the shore a high box will he built with a to the understanding of the way it! road when it is all finished, from Lud
good part of the peeling is all used j tion of Marketing Officials, has asked front of the stage was a hydrant and ladder leading
up so
that
less which the game is played in the up- low to Caribou and with a fine road
ior filling pies or other things as the j me to speak
before
the
coming from each side extended a lint* of hose adventurous bathers who are timid country town he called fouls constant from Caribou to Van Buren which is
occasion requires, and at one table j three-days conference of that or- w hifli was coiled up on the side of about attempting tricks on the spring- ly. There is no protest to he madr rot all Trunk Line, but is partially so
we saw women putting up the sliced <ganization on Jan. 5-7 at Boston, ex tlie stage. Besides the host* was an hoard may climb up and enjoy tin* tor his manner of officiating
He did und all in fine shape. This will be of
pineapple in glass jars for a special j plaining the methods used and the axe and a helmet, and on each a chem scenery without inadvertently being a good job and a c lean game of basket- great benefit to people from Houlton
order.
Following the inspection of i objects to be attained, inasmuch as ical extinguisher was placed.
hall resulted hut it was also a gams wishing to travel to northern Maine
Flags subjected to sudden immersion.
tbe plant we were taken to the (
interest in the idea Is growing in
'”
fih e g : certainly (hit to the watch or those in the northern section to
The construction of a device similar
of all nations adorned the walls.
Cafeteria of the plant where lunch i other states and that Maine was a
visit us in the south. Of course dur
ers
and foreign to the players.
Brass us well as silver buttons were , to what is being built now lias long
was served to the guests, after which |pioneer in that line of work.
In the second period
Smith
of ing this construction work there will
everywhere in evidence and those of been threatened at Crescent Bark,
Mr. H. A. White of the California;
‘‘I am also receiving answers
to the multitude who
were
suffering; hut up to the present time nothing Houlton did the whistling and there h o m o r e or l e s s .'aconvenicnce on ac
Packing Corp. gave a very interesting I letters of inquiry sent out. by myself Loin unduly parched tongues were practical lias ever been built.
in the count of detours, hut this is necessary
The v. as a noticeable decrease
talk upon the pineapple industry and as to what good the inspection did forced to swallow only their suffer wharf which has always served as a aiiiouiii of music with a correspond- in any state where new roads are bfv
Dr. H. L. Lyon, Director of the Re- j tor shipments, if anyone had any: ing and enjoy themselves as best they combination spring hoard and parking , ing increase in the* speed
of
the mg built, even in California which
search Division of the Hawaiian Pine-1trouble on the other end of the line, could under the conditons. The news place for boats is decidedly inadequate basketball game. The locals came spends more money for roads than
apple Packers Assn., spoke on th e! etc. Every answer says that every : had gone before that a protracted mid the need of a more modern and out of the trance in which they had any other state in the Union. In 1921
scientific work that was being done i car that had received this inspection
been placed by the unexpected style they spent $20,000,000 and the program
or drouth would visit Society Hall on practical arrangement has long been
in combating diseases of the pine- j went through without question
of play and began to get moving, for 1922 means an expenditure of
the evening of the New Year's Ball 1felt.
, O’Donnell, Fowler and Peabody began $15,000,000 in addition to the Federal
apple, breeding new varieties, and I delay.”
Mr White how are the aM(1 true t0 tfieir word the local blaze
The reason that the new pier is he
improving methods of producing and i “Now,
of 1<xtinguishers kerb the firewater well ing built so far out in the lake is on to cage the sphere from all angles of money and out there they consider
canning the product. The production j farmers
and
potato
shippers
forces that road money is the best invest*
under control.
i account of motor launch which
in Mile house and the visiting
Aroostook county taking hold of the,
of Ibis fruit was begun in 1885 and
th**
most
successful
social
\
loading
and
unloading
its
passengers
were*
unable
to
break
it
up.
ment that they can make, for every
Easily
inspection scheme? Are they sup
the first cannery established In 1892.
affair from trips around the lake is fo rced’ A very unfortunate and regretable , mile more of improved road means go
occasion of the season this
porting it as you expected?”
In' 1901 the pack amounted to 2000
occurred when the last much more money spent in that state
will go down in the history of the to come up to the front end of the accident
‘T am glad you asked that ques-;
cases while in 1920 it amounted to
wharf.
' period was about half over. Elliott, by the tourist.
Iowa
as
more
than
creditable
to
the
tion. W e have two inspection sta-;
5,986.982 cases. At the present time
The State Highway Commission
At the present season of the y e a r ; the Presque Isle leader, was in some
tions. one at Presque Isle and one at ; Houlton Fire Department, and follow
there are 15 canneries on the islands
1
manner
thrown
in
a
scrimmage
with
have
quite a proposition in laying out
and it forms a very important industry! Houlton. The Presque Isle station ing the splendid record they have just with the thermometer playing hide the whole force of his body upon his a program that will suit every section
made there is little doubt hut that a and seek with zero and the wind do
for the people.
The afternoon of Ji» inspecting from three to four cars
similar success will be accorded all ing double flip flops and nose dives right arm. He was dazed for a minute of the state, for each town think*
thtp day was not taken up with any- j a week hut that number ought to
future functions.
around even well clad spinal columns hut went hack to play again. A few that they ought to have something
thing in particular, but used as the be doubled, if the shippers wish to
To the earnest cooperation of the the prospect of anything pertaining minutes later time out was called different than what the officials think,
guests desired, while in the evening! retain the service.
Our funds are
twenty-seven members of the fire de to swimming is as seldom thought of and he went to the dressing room in fact it would be a fine idea if in the
. band
_ _ ^ concert
____ trivanwasat given
the ( Riving out aml y ° u will
remember
hut returned to the game. He finish- coming year all the Trunk Line money
a
i the department had but $1000 to give partment goes all of the credit of th“ as snow balling in August, but when
ed the contest but it was found out for 1922 could be spent north of Bauhotel.
occasion.
Every
member
did
his
share
the
summer
season
finally
does
conn
,
, ■the farmers of Aroostook for that
to an
ami the fleeced lined ones are parked later that he had chipped his shoulder por into Aroostook county. Aroostook
J
work. It is up to them to make the willingly iti planning the ball, Sidling
inspection of a Sugar mill, and we inspection self-supporting beyond that the tickets, decorating the hull and >iu ilie moth bulls the need of some hone nuiking a very painful injury, would like it but the other counties
and he will no doubt be without the probably think that their own indi
were shown how the cane was grown,
amount, or it must crease.
Houlton ;ittending to the other arrangements way in which to escape the rigors of
vidual county is just as important to
use
of his arm for some time.
cultivated, harvested and put into the
has not even done as well. I hope that and it is rather a collective vote of excessive heat will he tin* first thing
For Presque Isle. Snow and Johns them as ours is to us. so doubtless
where it came out the raw sugar
thanks
that
is
needed
than
praise
for
thought
of
and
with
these
greatly
‘a word to the wise' will really he
Which condition it is taken to San
any particular individual.
increased facilities at Crescent I’ark ton scored a 11 the baskets, the former this will not be dene, for the people
sufficient.' ’
^Francisco where it i3 refined. Special
it does not take more than a couple caring six and tin* biter getting four down in Oxford county want the
Bridgeton to Fryburg road completed
street cars took the party to the
H. \V. Holmes of Presque Isle was ot bundled
guesses
to determine from the field and twelve fouls.
Mrs. William Brewer, Pearce Ave..
so
as to get an inlet from the White
For
Houlton
Peabody
led
the
list
'station of the Oahu railroad, down is confined to her home with a severe in town Friday on business.
where people will go.
with fifteen tallies with
O'Donnell Mountain section, and the people of
town, where a special
train
was attack of thoi grippe.
want
their
and Fowler scoring second with ten Lewiston and Auburn
taken for the Oahu plantation, an
William McGee and Daniel Connors J
DANCING ASSEMBLY
HARRINGTON— DEASY
road
to
Portland
built
and
that
is
the
each. Captain Hovey played a good
hours ride from Honolulu,
passing were among the passengers going
\
1
1
n
i
e
t
wedding
was
observed
.it
The
first
of
a
series
of
dancing
way
it
goes,
so
in
order
to
divide
the
g
am
e
and
worked
hard.
through a very interesting country,
south on Monday morning. Both men assemblies thut are to he held during St. Mary's church Monday. Jan. 2.
work as equitahly as possible the
edataining sugar fields and rice grow
The lme-up:
were en route to Florida, the former
place
i- when Harriett, daughter of Mr. and
program
has been laid out as follows:
ing and passing in full view of the to spend two weeks, and the latter the coming season took
Houlton (49)
Presque Isle (32)
Society Hall last Tuesday evening, Mrs James Deasy. Highland Ave.
fine bay at Pearl Harbor which we to remain for a longer time
( )'l >onm II 5 ( 1 i
If
Snow 6 From Record Meeting, August 2, 1921
and was declared to bo by all who became the wife of Dr.
Frank
B.
The commissioners considered ten
bad the pleasure of visiting later dur
Pea body 7 i 1I
rf
Johnston 4 (12 >
Miss Gladys Freeman,
who
has j attended it, om* of the best of these Harrington of Fell River. Mas>,
tative
locations for State highway
► ing our stay. We were met at the
Fouler •">
Elliott
work
for
1922 and made up the follow
depot"by members of the office force ' « * » employed Inthe Hamilton
and >affairs ever to he held.
R"\ . Fr.
Sloan
performed
t he * Hovey 2 <J I
Be:.nett
w mill
ill and
onrf
toifoti in
In nartifts
store, left Tuesday for her |
ing
list:
at the
taken
parties Grant
1 There wen* about thirty couples in nuptial mass.
Dobbins 3
Savage
.
—in
,,.D
fh« homein Woodstock where
she will ; attehdance and tin* excellent music
Kih-s
through the mill,
where we saw the
1
The couple were attended by Jose Ph
Referees:
Horseman.
Presque
Isfi1
I:<5fvi*i•<1111 1> From the end of
i
k«
moohtnorv spend a weeks vacation, following that was furnished was thoroughly
kugar cane unloaded by machinery, 1
end Lillian Deasy, brother and sistei first half,‘ Guy Smith, Houlton, second
the
Wiscassot - Kdgecomb
® \
„
. . .
I which she plans to enter the Aroos- enjoyed by all.
from Ismail cars which came d ire ct1
. . . . . . . .
of the bride.
bridge, across Aavis s Island
half.
a
:n took Hospital to tram tor a nurse,
Through the courtesy of Robinsons
to connect with
improved
from the caneflelds and carried
in
_____________
After the ceremony a wedding break
Time: two twenty minute periods.
the members of the party were able
State highway cast of Edgeandtess elevators to the machinesj
fast was served nf the home of th«
comb village
l1
to partake of oxrellenl refreshments
wbera the cane was crushed, the oulp, JUDGE DUNN HOLDS
bri de's parents.
“ M "
Ellsworth Falls
at intermission, which addl'd greatly
HEAVY
RAINS
IN
being carried off and burned and the j
HEARINGS ON PETITION
Mrs. Harrington is one of Houlton's
North Perry to R >bbinston
to the success of the affair.
line
2’_
juice run to huge tanks where it
popular young women and since her
LOWER
CALIFORNIA
Dunn of Orono was in
"V
Several out of town guests wen*
<>rrinp?on-I.edge Hill, on the
went through the process of being:
i graduation from High School she has
San Francisco. Dee. 27—-Rain ha*
road from Brewer to Bucks
including
Miss
Dorothy
heated and then revolved in other town at his office in the Court present
j been teaching in "the public schools fallen in southern California tor ten
port
IF
Graves
of
Presque
Isle
is
well
large tanks until the syrup crystallized i House Tuesday afternoon when h*
jilt Everett, Mass, where she was most days and continued with no forecast i •■X" (Jouldsboro —At each end of
as
many
of
the
young
people
of
State highway work * done
and the result looked like our com- 1 jia(| a hearing for a permanent Reeeiv
: successful.
She has manv friends 'mm tin* weather bureau as to when !
the town \yho are home from school
in 1920
1
merclal brown sugar and In this shape t,_. (or the Holllton ,jllm,lcr and
here and elsewhere who will
linn | f wiu cease. San Diego was isolated |“ H “ Xorridgewock— to Skowhegan
for
the
holidays.
it was put up in bags for shipment to ;
with the TIMES in extending eon-; ,.Xcept hv ocean-going vessels, as the
line
&
The music was furnished by Miss
refineries.
From the mill we were
gratulations.
|highways and railroads are washed “ H " Faireld— At the Skowhegan
Hon. Carl E. Milliken who had been Rose Donovan, Everett Gilman, Roy
line
1
taken in automobiles to the fields
Mr. and Mrs. Harrington left on out at many points.
appointed temporary receiver for (he Nilps, Lawrence Carroll and Harry
•'()'' Livermore and Hartford
2.4*
where the cane was growing and then
the noon train for parts unknown,
„ ,,
fr»». i above company was appointed perm- Lewin assisted by Emmons Robinson.
No loss of life has been reported at “t *" Canton
7.4$
a to where a field was burned tor !
:
.
and after a short wedding trip will go
3
anent receiver and will conduct the
any point in southern California, but "V"' Mercer .andN ew Sharon
ar benefit, and then to the fields
to Fall River where they will reside
“ W " Home Corner to N e w Sharon
business for the creditors if in his
George Wilson, who is studying
the property damage has been heavy
line. About
5
tirhere the Japanese and Portugese
judgment, it can be run at a profit, if jewelry engraving in Providence, R. I.
Nearly nine inches of rain has fallen “ F ” Jav
2M
were cutting it with large
knives
Friends of Robert J. McKee, for
not the business will be closed out. as vocational training returned to
in Los Angeles in 10 days. At Ana “ F " North Turner Village towards
about 24 Inches long. Sugar cane is
many years proprietor of a hotel in
Auburn line, about
(
The Ice business will probably be let that city Monday morning after spend
heim two feet of water ran through
•of the corn family and before it is
" Q " Fanningdaie
2.48
to responsible parties by Mr. Milliken. ing the Christmas holidays in town. Fort Fairfield and well known through the streets.
reedy to be harvested the bottoms
“H ” Augusta
4.8
out this section as a starting judge
Judge Dunn also allowed the dissolu
In San Francisco the rainfall in the “ K ” W in n
5.78
Miss Katherine Callnan, who for at race meets, will be sorry to learn
of the stalks which are 12 to 15 feet
8
S. some time has been employed
in of his death at St. John, N. B., where last 24 hours was 1.59 inches, with a “ K ” Milford-Greenhush. About
hlfh are very thick with dead leaves tion of the corporation of Geo.
“ K ” Orono
4.76
...... — ----I Gentle Co. which will be run under
|kg cane and in order to enable tbe |
,
Leighton and Feeley’s Drug Store, for some time he has been conducting forecast of more to follow.
“ K ” Old Town
2.86
or w e cane
the same name, but with Col Hume
(A
letter
from
a
Maine
family
now
left Saturday morning for St. Bar a hotel. Mr. McKee was everybody’s
“ K ” Presque Isle— to M srs Hill
12
workers to get a____ e s
.
McKay as partners instead
4
nabas Hospital in Portland where she friend and enjoyed a very
large residing in California states that they “ B “ Bridgeton to Fr ye burg
contemplate returning to their native
(Continued on page 4)
j ol as ;i ‘‘onjoration.
will train for a nurse.
acquaintance in Aroostook.
state.)
(Continued on page 4)

Press Congress of the World
Inspect Pineapple Can
ning Factory

Nearly 350 People Crowd a New Pier Thirty Feet Square
Tastily Decorated Hall
Being Built by ProprieFor Five Hours
tor Russell

LAGGING IN
POTATO INSPECTION

J

Plans as Laid Cut by Highway
Commission Will Mean
Much to State

HOULTON BURIES
PRESQUE ISLE

nmn nmttn\».

, HO UL T O N TIMES

FARMERS SHOULD MAKE
Y E A R L Y IN V E N T O R Y '

present worth.
net valuation
farm property
accounted for.
net amount of
farm business

By this is meant
to the owner of
after all
debts
or in other words
capital invested in
at inventory date.

the
the
are
the
the

when times are bad. perhaps Ireland is an existent republic;, hence expect that it will be, the export of
only 50 people out of every hundred tor her to accept the status of a free American merchandise to Canada
spend easily.
He knows that where stat-p with some sort of fixed relation ! will undoubtedly,receive an impetus.'
Farming is a business, and like
A L L THE HOME N EW 8
his average advertisements reach 50 to the Biitish Empiie, is a degrada- Many of these commodities are now
other
business
men
the
farmer
Published every Wednesday morning should know which way lie is going
spenders out of the hundred in good tion.
selling in the United States at lower
by the Times Publishing Oo.
times, in hard times the same ad
financially.
To drift along year a’ De Valera regards the paper con prices than in Canada.
CHA8. H. FOQG, President
vertisement. with the same reaching stitution of the Irish republic with
tor year not knowing whether he is
The Liberal leaders are doubtless
A
M
E
R
I
C
A
’S
BIG
A
IR
S
H
IP
S
going
toward
success
or
failure
is
power,
will still reach 50 per cent of tiic same veneration that Mr. W i ’ so i
CHA8. Q. LUNT, Managing Editor
aware
that
reciprocity
proposals
Neither our army nor our navy will the 50 spenders, or 25. But that's displayed toward the covenant of the
not the practice of successful busiwould not be as welcome at Wash
Subscription in U. S. $1.50 per year in! ness men, and it should not be the let itself be beaten in the quest, for only half of what he is accustomed League of Nations.
Both are un ington today as they were ten years
rat isfactory airships. There is a firm to and needs; now he must have all touchable,
advance; in Canada $2.00 in
practice of farmers.
unamemiabki
unmodifi- ago.
The agricultural bloc in Conadvance
To gauge progress by an increase determination to halt nowhere short or nearly all the 50 spenders in order able. Tli-y must he accepted in the press would present a solid front
Single copies five cents
in cash in hand or to measure loss of success. .Mishaps that have retard- to equal his good times business. So lull scope of their implications, with- against any move in the direction
he girds up his loins, fixes up a bigi by additional debts incurred without ed progress are just so many lesson
out reservations or emendations. It of lower duties ot
Canadian farm
Advertising rates based upon guaran
|taking into account decreases or in- learned, showing the tests that must I ger ad. a wallopingly attractive ad. is profane to think they can be im- products. Canadians did not realize
teed paid in advance circulation.
safety
and and if lie doesn't reach all the 50
i creases in the value of all property he applied to assure
proved and blasphemous to take ac that the opportunity of 1911 was
Entered 'at the Post Office at Houlton I owned, often leads to false conclu- efficiency. The fatal disaster to the spenders, he comes pretty near to it. tion not strictly in accord with them .: the chance of a lifetime. They de! sions. The storkeeeper is well aware British-built ZR-2 revealed the weak
for ciculation at second-class
That is the system of the biggest, ii
In consequence De Valera is mess- dined the proffer of reciprocal trade
the
postal rates
j of this, and his annual “ stock tak point in her construction and
,
. . |* lu'ew,iest advertisers m America. jji„K UJ) alul (j oillK w h a t he {.an to de. ; relations then, but now they have
, . ,
. . .. , .
ing” is nothing more or less than the 'Aitvicii that had to bo ^ uhicI bU against] y o u didn't spf thp?n ('iittinc thpir ads i**
All Subscription are DISCONTIN
,
„ „ h" n “
“
T
T
T " " “ Mr' i 7
I", ’ T
“ ?0Vftr’imellt whic"
! making of an inventory or list of in mukinK a „ u U * turn tor a change ,
UED at expiration
^ k i n g tho r a . U - e r t L . l L
bigger ll '
...... K;sse<1
ill"> «'«“ » ' * « the 1stands P W H
to give American
|property, without which he leeks ac- m ,•nurse; Thoae are matters of in- ! making
m u i auveiutments
mggei, I gIv.lt project to place the United i exporters a considerable
range of
; curate information concerning
his formation that have not escaped the stronger, more intelligentl.\ drawing. |jstutes in proper relation to the woi hi. Jfree access to the Canadian market
! profits and losses. Inventories are not notice of the constructors at the naval T h at s why tlie.v are ric 1 John \\ ana-, .j,a!, o < )US p;
“S T A T E OF M A IN E ”
for an> country to ! without any Corresponding advantages
.Maine is one of the units of our I difficult to make, and they are of aircraft factory at Philadelphia. We maker, tor instance.
jjhave its destinies in the hands of men j fn return. It is quite possible, of
Government which is so proud of the ! great value to any farmer who is my he sure; that in their building of
\nd mind this: The figuring and |Lrjfh too much ego in their cosmos ! course, that when this new governare taking the utmost
fact that it insists that the words i striving to better his condition. They the Z I M thev
/
iI the
me principle involved takes no ac-; .imd disposed to neglect the claims o f ' ment gets under way it will broach
“State of” be always used in connee-) overcome obstacles and place his care to strengthen the central section. countt ot w h e t h e r tne advertising i s 1Opportunism and of w h o le s o m e liu ' the question of reciprocity in some
which in the ZR-2 was too fragile to done in New York or Houlton. The
Uon with its name. .Maine was the ! business affairs on a secure basis.
linan ineonsistenev.
new form, but its bargaining power
stand
the strain of a swift and sudden figuring is done on percentages of
“ District of” so long, when it was a | There is no best time of the year to
under
present conditions would be
part of Massachusetts, that it was a make an inventory for everybody and rbango of direction.
people.
Tin? principle is the same T H E C A N A D IA N L IB E R A L S
very much weaker than it was on the
Though the British builders fail d ■.vhither your business has been
real delight to find itself free. Not ■under all circumstances.
Each one
|
A N D F R E E T R A D E ! last occasion.
that it had anything against the Bay i must decide for himself the date with, th- largest vessel of tin* kind, accusiomed to deal with l.uOtt people ; I'll- victory of the Liberal |)artv ^
State but, nevertheless, the fact that , most convenient.
In deciding, how our naval authorities still have faith around yon or whether you have been ;|t the Canadian (‘lections is lik e ly 1
it was a part of Massachusetts for so ever, the most important considera- in ships of the rigid type, and to the accustomed to deal with one million t|o have a highly
beneficial
elTee.
long did not do it any good. Maine tion is. to select a time of the vear one which they an* building at home people around you.
upon trad- relations with the United
was a “going concern” and well able before the season's work in the field 'hcv have arranged to add a genuine
If von did a satisfactory business i States.
Ten years ago, it will be
to take care of itself almost before |begins. It will save estimating large Zeppolin. German-built, by permission I jn
,;omnlunltv of uul(l j,, KOO(, times, rgnembered. the Taft administratie,,
Why suffer? Dr. fffiwn/r ftitfcm I r i l y
gives instant relief. 25 years of success*.
Massachusetts was established, but quantities of farm produce on band of the- allied council of ambassadors. on can do a . reasonably good Imsi- ebnrluded
reciprocity agre-me/t ,
75c at all druggists. Avoid substitutes.
notwithstanding this fact the Bay if the inventory is taken as late in This has to he acknowledged as an u
in poor times. When few people with the Liimral govormyent which [ Trial Treatment mailed Free. Write to
exceptional
favor
to
our
government,
State got control of the territory and the spring as possible before field
have1 money, you must get a greater Was then in powt'r. but the agreement! Dr. F. G. KinMMB, Bant Block, AapiU, Mint.
as the size of airship which the Ber p erce n tag e of that few than you got uif'ver became e'ffe'c-tive because the1I
thereafter everything that was ac work begins.
Altho any day will do, it is general mans may build is limited by treaty
complished for the glory
of
the
Liberals we're promptly defeated at !
before of th- many. You do it by
capacity,
Colonies In Maine, was done in the ly found best to select the first day to :U).0PI> cubic metres
BANGOR & AROOSTOOK R. R.
tin* polls and wemt out of office.
Ad . i'll ising.
name of Massachusetts.
\of some month, and a fairly good whereas the capacity of the ship to
T IM E T A B L E
, >.'o\s the same' party is in poweil
Maine was first settled in 1604 by j guide in any section will be the date In*. Imiit at Friedericiishafen for the “ I R E L A N D ’S W O O D R O W W I L S O N ’
Effective December 2, 1921
afpiti.
During the* recent, campaign ■
the French, and it had an English i upon
which
tenants
customarily Cnited Stales will be 70,(H)P. She will
(New York Tribune)
Trains Daily Except Sunday
tlie Liberal leaders made no promise]
settlement as early as 1607; and by j change farms. The best inventory |nyt ha\e quite' the length. 695 fe d.
From H O U L T O N
La moil df1 Valera, by the course In' tlpit the issu" of reciprocity would!
the time the Pilgrim Fathers
had j date may vary from January 1 in the of the lost ZR-2, but will he a little lias pursued since' the signing of the'
he]- revived, hut in some? ways they 8.13 a m.— For Bangor. Portland and
reached Plymouth the coast of Maine I cotton belt, to April 1 in New Eng- 1large'!- than the ZR-1, and her type*. Irish pact, has rapidly establishe'd a
Boston.
wont a good de'til further than this.
8.51 a m.- -For Fort Fairfield, Caribou.
had seen a lot of settlers come and i land and other Northern States, and I the C.ermau L-70 has not been sur- ciaim to he* regarded as the1 Woodrow
The Lib-ral platform
pledgeo!
*he
Limestone and Van Buren
go. The territory was the scene of j for special farms special dates are ! passed lor stability by any other,
Wilson of Ireland.
He has reveah'd party to place a large number ofj 11.2ft a m.—-For Ashland, Fort Kent, St
i While' t lee rigid form is favored
many an epoch marking event during ; often required.
Francis, also Washburn, Pres
hi-, possession of two marked churac important, products upon thfree;
the early days but, in view of the
If no list of the farm property has by the navy, /lie semi-rigid i-- chosen teristics -first, an overmasu'ring ten
ciue Isle, Van Buren via Sepis
list, and practically all of them) a r c 1
Ban and ilapteton.
fact that the historians seem to have ever been made, it is well to start for expelim-nt by tin- army. and. dency whe'u handling practical ejuescoiumodit ics which the United States 12.57 p. m. —For Presejue Isle and Caribou
been mostly from Massachusetts, 'preparations by going over the iann though the "blimp'' is sennet imee- ■ions to he excessively logieal and
I is -in a favorable position to supply.! 1.35 p. m.— For Oreenville, Bangor, P o r t
Maine got little credit for its achieve- field by field, and building by build- spoken of disparagingly, there are rhetorical, and, se'cond great stubland and Boston.
- The' list inclueh's wheat, flour, agri- j
ments, while some of
the
minor ing. taking each item as it is found, only words of praise as yet for the
’ ornness in precis ly adhering to * cultural implements, machinery, lum- 5.54 p. m.— For Bangor. Portland and
Boston Buffet Sleeping Ca»
Being lid fee'
affairs in the Bay State were given in this way nothing is missed. The Italian-built Roma.
course of action wln*n once1 it is pub- b('j\ gasoline, oils, e<>m<'nt anal fertil- :
Caribou and Houlton to Bos
rather undue prominence.
listing can he done in any memoran- long, she is the largest light<r-i In 11- lie!v espouse'i and pride is enlisted to
izers.
If th- ph'dge* is carried i nt o 1
ton.
Maine should have been
one of the dum book or on loose sheets ot pa- air ship afloat, and with h-r speed,
put it through.
effect, as there is e've'rv reason to; jf.57 ]). m.— For Ft. Fairfield, Van Buren
original states; but because it was un- per. Two persons can do this better of So miles an hour, and her capac
i)e' Valera, like his American prnDue H O U L T O N
der the jurisdiction of Massachusetts than one, especially in barns, tool ity for B"i pa. st n-,*rs in addition teevpe, is a theological statesman,
8.09 a m .--From Van Buren. Caribou,
a
rto the , new. sin- suggests
usef'uiit. was prevented from becoming an houses and places where many
PROFESSIONAL CARDS
and Fort. Fairfield.
lie mistakes dogma
for
principle.
individual party to this momentous, tides are found.
One person can !■1-1-s hi eommen ia! t ninsport. Her [)s> Valera is of the Roman Catholic
8.38 a. m.— From Host m. Portland, B a n 
MISS MARY BURPEE
gor. Buffet Sleeping B-s»oi
pact. The fact that in its waters search out the various pieces of pm- high; th" oilier day from Langley communion, hut his mental epialities
m • ’a riPuu
SOPRANO
occurred the first naval engagement pertv. calling each Mem in turn to be !-dd to Washington and hack, with
are more of the' kind criticized a.12.19 p. m.— From Boston, Portland. B a n 
Teacher of Singing
of the United States in which the pet down on the list by the other, three of her six ■h>0-l).orse'pu\ver en
gor and fj eenville. Sleeping
Presbyterian.
Studio:
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undoubtedly
an
young Nation forced the flag of a The classifying and appraising can gines frozen, was
<\ir Boston to H-ulton
11is intellendual ance'sfry seems of
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1.30 p. m. -Limestone? and e’aribou
foreign power to be lowered
has never be done at
the same time, if desired,
excellent performance'.
(hmeva rather than of Rome. In his
3.00 j) m. From St. Francos, Ft. Kent,
been
properly
exploited,
in
the i,y listing the items coming under
It is to he hoped that experience accents one can almost hear John
also Van Buren, Washburn.
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histories of America. Too little has each class of property on separate' with all these airships will con
Presque Isle, via Squa Pan.
i -a Iv i11 demonst rat ing with inflexiblB U Z Z E L L ’S
been said about Sir John Moore and pages or sheets, but for the most tribute' to tin- advancement of i -oiii .49 r> m -- Fi- '- n Van Buren. Caribou.
deduotion how one truth necessarily
L IC E N S E D E M B A L M E R A N D
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Paul Revere at Castine, about Sieur part they can be best done within norei.tl living. Our government has
implies another.
From 111- major
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be^n writt-n and the State is very
::,1
John H RoheM’t.
Public notice? is hen'by given that
much in need of one. Only a few men
are capable of the work, and th- nvm Upton J. Haley of Caribou, in the
**1
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. ........
()f Aroostook and State
ot
who is willing to undertake tne task Oount> ot
Maine, bv his mortgage ele -d dated
m"Ft giic up years of his life and be? November 19th, 1919. and
-d-d ;n
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of Independent means; for it is a mon Vol. :H4. Page 497 of the* South- a
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District
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Registry
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umental proposition; but a proposi
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tion. too. that will make the name of Arthur ( ’. Thomas, both of -mid Ca i
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re- bou, and Sewell T Hoyt ot iwist-n i
i in/——k
m inhered during all the years that saj(i County of Aroostook
tam-ni
CTON .
are to come.— Portland Express.
under the Last Will and
i I 4.« ■71
prtu M assach usetts Licensed Em balm er
of Edward C. Sampson. !at- of sanl
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d-ceaseel, tiluiliowi t;
U'r-W
fU*s. V) ( .ourt St., Phorre 374- Vv
described real estate' to wL,
l-i
NOTICE O F F O R E C L O S U R E
that
Public notice is hereby given that • numbered thirty-two in that part o
('
Edward O Johnson of Washburn, in ! said Caribou which was tormerc
H
the County of Aroostook and State J Township containing one liumlr-d
of Maine by
his mortgage
deed fifty-eight acres, more or 1-ss. a -«o’ d
dated December 4th. 1918. and record ing to the purvey and plan ot s.-ud
e d h i Vol ‘109
Page 485, of the ' Township made and return-.l to the
THRIFT PROMOTES
;JulheJn District of the Aroostook land office in l,s:i9 by H. W. ( unnim?
Tteslstrv of Deeets. conveyed to Rcffiert , ham. urve-yor.
O Denton then of Caribou. Countv ' Fifty ac-res ot th- south sm.
s-,HAPPINESS
r i n g
a n lD State’ aforesaid, now of South lot are the same conveyed to L;- sail
An account with the- Houlton SavingManchester in the County of Hart- Upton J. Haley by the -aid ’w ip- m
ford and State or Connecticut, the Thomas and Hoyt. Trust.;-- V.v-m
Bank encourages thrift, and thrill
following described piece or parcel of her 19th. 1919 and are tr-- ()! ellpromott's happiness.
of
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estate, to wit; Lot numbered cumbrance'.
I he remainder
You can start the* good woi k ri.gli
s(*ction seven (7) in said lot are? the same pn'mise- ii-.-crib-el
row bv starting an account with us.
4v^hh.Yrn and L o t numbered thirteen , in a deed from Amos H Va:-.- and
i r ’ i -ection thirteen (13) in said Ada M. Vance to Ethel .May B— kwith
Washburn °the two Lots containing ; dated May 26. 1916 and r e . I - 1 r
ninety five and seventy five hundredths , Vol. 287 Page :h,;5. Southern D.str c*
acres more or less, being the ] Aroostook Registry ot Demis, and a e
‘ ame premlw* rt^edert to the s«M j eubject^to mortBage to »al,l It...-kvil |,
Pdward O Johnson by James N. (or $600<>.
Dividends at the rate of 4 % per annum
T he purest w ater in the State of M aine. D elivered
S aw yer
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orijmr; ■
have been paid for the past 11 years
Dremiscs are known as -he I-orymt E . ; is broken by reason where,,| .,ha ,
-------- at short notice L y calling 2 1 0 -------*>r in!
in——
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Ihoma.e a’ .-I
>
R T h atrthe condition in said mortgage! Sewell T. Hoyt. Trustees afor-ahi.
.a
bv reason whereof the said claim a foreclosure ot said mortgag e
Robert O. Denton claims a foreclosure ; Dated^at Caribou. Maine. Decemli .
BtttabUthed April 13, 1880
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more than a breathing spell before
EARLY FIGHT FOR
he will be forced to enter the lists
MAINE OFFICES again in the regular primaries in

The Ladies' Circle meets Wednesday
afternoons weekly.
It is a! fact that disarmament has The Ladies’ Missionary Society neeta
the second Wednesday of each
made much progress in the movies.
month.
There is nothing like the shooting
that prevailed in the films of former
First Baptist
years. It is possible to make the
Court Street
round., f( r a we k without seeing a
Rev. Henry C. Speed, Pastor
' en lra\j .a. At that, most of the 10.30 morning worship with, sermon
shooting is comedy stuff and invites 12.00 Bible School with classes for
men and women.
to laughter rather than apprehension. 6.00 Senior C. E. Service
Nowadayiji the villain meets his end 7.00 Song Service followed by ser
mon.
in a traffic jam or through poisonous
Church
prayer meeting Tuesday even
association with the bootlegger. He
ing at 7.30.
isn’t plugged in the liver with a leaden I Choir rehearsal Friday evening at 7.3#
bullet. If the nations could disarm All seats free.
to the extent reached by the pictures
Methodist Episcopal
this world would he quite lovely and
|Corner School and Military Streets
peaceable.— Los Angeles Times.
Rev. A. E. Luce, Pastor

DISARMING THE FILMS

The political pot in Maine will June and election in September.
start boiling unusually early this year.
The Republican state convention
Ordinarily in an election year the ".ill he held in Bangor the last week
activity of candidates begins about u Muro.i and the Democratic gatherMay in pr >laratum for
the
June mg in A igusta in April. Adopti n of
pri
k s. ;tli t’..e .-ogular - loeik.n li ; 'atfornc. and party councils wifi be
the following September.
the main business of both bodies, all
This year, however, due to the ex candidates being selected in the
pected resignation of
Congressman primaries.
Maine in 1922 elects a
John A. Peters on Jan. 1 to aeeepi United States senator, four congress
the ofliee ol‘ U. S. district judge for men, a governor, auditor and LegislaMaine, made vacant by the retirement ji ture.
of Judge Clarence Hale under the old ;
i Senator Hale, whose term expires in
age provision, there will
exist
a!
! March, 1923, will seek re-election in
vacancy in the third Maine congres
September. He will be opposed iirthe
sional district.
,
1primaries by at least one candidate,
Blaine S. Viles,
concerned
with
former Congressman Frank G. Guern
large lumbering interests, lias been
sey of Dover, who has served several
a potential candidate for several
terms as representative from the 4th
years past.
He has consistently
district and who made an unsuccess
refrained from antagonizing Congress
ful race for senator in 1916. He denies
man Peters, declaring he would enter
rumors that he is only scoring for the
the lists when the latter had enough
1924 race, and is out to defeat Senator
of the job. Formal announcement of
Hale for the nomination. He claims
his candidacy followed Peters's state
augmented strength and declares for
ment he would resign his seat about
equal representation in both branches
the first of the year.
With
an
of Congress for the northern and
apparently clear field, the Viles forces
southern section of the state. There
wore soon put on their mettle by the
is no indicated opposition to Messrs.
sudden blossoming forth of a bunch
Reedy, White and Hersey in the 1st,
of congressional possibilities in wide
2d and 4th districts.
ly separated parts of the district.
For the Republican nomination for
John
H.
Nelson.
an
Augusta
attorney, pulled a surprise in announc Governor there is every prospect of a
Gov
ing he would seek to hold down strenuous primary campaign.
Baxter
who,
serving
as
president
of
Blaine’s old district.Hodgdon C.
the
Maine
Senate,
was
made
chief
Buzzell of Belfast andClyde H. Smith
of Skowhegan, both former members executive through the death of Gov.
of the legislature.
are receptive 1 arkhurst soon after the latter’s
candidates.
Col. Albert
Greenlaw, inauguration, will seek election at the
member of tin* public utilities com hands of the people. Best known for
mission and first commandin' of the his stand on the water powers ques
Maine Legion, has also been mention tion, he will, however, base his claim
ed, hut he has denied any desire to for election on his economy regime.

In the dim ages of history when man vast quantities of*
10.30 a. m. Public Worship with ser
Reinforced Cigars
mon
first felt the desire for beauty, traders the precious mate-’
rial. In fact, the
“ Gimme
three
cigars,"
ordered 12.00 m. Sunday School with Organ
searched the world for dyestuffs, jew
ized and Graded Classes for all.
manufacture
o l'
O'Rourke* shoving a quarter across
els, perfumes, spices and precious coke, in which pro
2.30 p. m. Junior League Meeting and
the counter.
Preparatory Members Class.
woods. The risk of these voyages was cess coal tar is ob
"Strongj ones, or mild?"
6.15 p. m. Young Peoples’ meeting
^ireat and only prince or nobles could tained, is the only
under the auspices of the Epworth
“Gimme the strong ones. The weak
League.
wans is always bustin’ in me pocket."
afford the fruits of ventures to the far metallurgical oper
7.00 p. m. Praise and Preaching servioe
ation that America
corners of the world. No man of
with vested chorus ch^ir
continues to con
General prayer meeting at 7.30 every
CHURCH SERVICE
humble origin could aspire to the rich duct, in a large
Tuesday evening.
crimsoned linen, the Royal Purple of measure, after the
Free Baptist
FIRST CHURCH OF HOULTON
ancient Tyre, retailing at $600 a manner of a cen-'
Rev. F: Clarke Hartley, Pastor
s
Unitarian
Morning
service
at
10.30
a.
m.
pound.
tury ago. In 1915 there were 41,500,Military
Street
at Kelleran
Sunday
School
at
12.00
m.
Royal Purple is an age-old insignia 000 tons of coke produced in this
Young People’s meeting 6.00 p. m. Preaching Service regularly every
of arlstocrary. This dye was secreted country for which almost 61,000,000
Sunday at 10.45 a. m.
Evening Service at 7.00 p. m.
by a small shellfish on the Eastern tons of coal were used.
Special music by choir
Sunday School every Sunday at 12.00
Dwight F. Mowery, Minister
Choir practice Monday nights
coast of the Mediterranean and here
Because of the enormous demands
Tel. ISf-W
Tuesday night church prayer and 114 Court Street
the enterprising merchants of Tyre
for war materials modern by-product
praise Service.
formed a dye monopoly equaled only
ovens were constructed and iti 1919
Church of the Good Shepherd
by the German Cartel.
more than 52 per cent of our coke sup
Rev. H. Scott Smith, Rector
A bit of the whitish liquid secreted
ply came from these ovens. It is esti
Sunday Services
by this mollusk, if spread upon a
mated that for every ton of coke made
Holy Communion at 8 a. m.
cloth and exposed to the air and sun
Also on the first Sunday in the
in modern by-product ovens there is
light turns first green, next blue and
month a:t 10.30
saved in fuel alone 825 pounds of coal.
then purple. If washed with an alkali
Morning Prayer and Sermon at 10.30
When a house-holder burns a ton of
Sunday School at noon.
soap it becomes the magnificent
coal he has sacrificed some thing like
Crimson worn by the Cardinals and
First Congregational Church
11,000 cublic feet of gas, nine gallons
Princes of the Catholic Church.
Rev. A. M. Thompson, Pastor
of tar, twenty-five pounds of am make a race.
Opposing him for the Republican Morning Worship at 10.30
Tyrian purple vanished from the
monium sulphate, 2.08 gallons of pure
nomination
will he at least two other Evening prayer and sermon at 7
Political
observers
in
the
district
marts of the world with the fall of
benzol and 0.56 gallons
of pure say the fight will he between Viles candidates.. John I’ . Deering of Saco
o ’clock i
Tyre.
Sunday School at 12 o’clock with
toluol.
and
Leon
J.
Higgins
of
Brewer
Judge
'
and
Nelson
in
the
special
primary
to
Synthetic chemistry learned the se
classes tor men and women.
In our industrial life the use of coal j be Held the latter 'part of January, Deering. who has served
in both Young People’s Meeting at 6 p. .m
cret of making Royal Purple as, in
deed, it learned to manufacture derivatives is just beginning to be j with the special election to follow branches of the Legislature, was the Prayermeq’ting Tuesday evenings at
7.30
;
felt..
The rubber industry depends |early in February.
Early efforts of runner-up in the primaries of 1918, be
indigo, the same deep blue that may
The Ladies’ Guild meets Monday even
upon
these
products
for
solvents,
com
ing
defeated
by
Frederick
II.
I^ark|
j
tlie
rival
Augusta
candidates
indicat'
be seen today in museums, the wind
ings weekly.
Mr. Higgins has I
ing sheets of Egyptian mummies, it pounding ingredients and softeners. the race will he a hectic one. Botli hurst of Bangor.
was an achievement to snatch its Practically all types of paint now use arc popular in the Capita Gity and i served as mayor of Brewer and in
Printing inks, credited with a strong following, both branches of the Legislature and T H E ID EA j_ T O N IC A R G O -P H O S P H A T E
distinctive color from royalty and to a derivative of coal.
The world's greatest tonic for lassitude
shoe
polishes,
brape
linings,
dry clean- j g u1 there is a whole district, to can- was presiding' of the Senate1 in 1919rival the best vegetable indigo of the
and all ru n-down enemie conditions.
It .
ers.
perfumes,
explosives,
linoleums,
?n
.
le
lias
been
remarkably
successjust
puts p<|i> into the whole system. “ It's !
vass.
embracing
tin*
counties
oi'
ancients but modern chemistry has
the best topic I ever used,” says a Boston
glues, pastes and photographic de Kennebec, Somerset, Hancock Waldo :nl o far in tin* political game. Bo h phypician. i
gone far beyond that. Today any kind
In Packages of 10 Cigars each
velopers, contain coal products as and Washington.
Each is rather ie and Judge Deering have a strong
of dye found in nature can be made
basic ingredients. The paper indus reserved as to campaign plans, hut a | following and in this, a-tuie poli
in the laboratory. Indeed, among the
try. the soap business, and the shoe thorough stumping of the towns and ticians see an advantage for Gov.
900 shades and colors being manu
v l
9
manufacturer
would he in serious cities hv both is more than probable. Baxter in the coming three-cornered
factured there are tints that it would
An
Old
Family
difficulties without the by-products of
The
Republican
primary
The district is normally Republiian battle.
be difficult to discern in the ruinBALLARD’S GOLDEN OIL
Doctor's Favorite
coal tar.
The electrical industry ' and the winner in the primary is prac choice amounts to an election in Sepbow.
Prescription
Has long been a standard household
These colors all would lose its chief source of insulat tically assured of election. The only tember. Women's vote, the new eleremedy
for coughs, colds, croup,
ing
material
and
the
doctors
and
Democratic candidate to anmmm . ment in politics, is not so problematiccome from coal tar
grippe, colic, cramps, sprains, strains,
druggists
would
he
-without
sufficient
’
■
fi
in
Main"
a>
in
other
stales
in
that
;
himself
is
Ernest
J.
.McLean.
an
but after it Is un
rheumatic and neuralgic pains, etc.
derstood that coal supply of phenol to make their supply Augusta attorney, prominent in city I i be Republican organization, aided I v
Sale constantly growing.
All drug
and
county
councils
of
his
party.
Tin
of
everyday
drugs.
several
able
woman
loaders,
has
won
'
tar is the quintes
and general stores in liberal bottles.
over
to
its
ranks
the
greater
bulk
of
in
the
special
Gcal
tar,
the
refuse
of
ancient
vege(
successful
candidate
sence of the forests
<. . ..illinium
■ution in February will hardlv get women voters.
of untold ages the table kingdoms, is valuable because it.
feat does not ap produces a galaxy of brilliant colors,
COLLECTOR’S ADVERTISEMENT OF SALE OF LANDS OF
pear to be so mar not so much for the colors themselves
j
RESIDENT AND NON-RESIDENT OWNERS
but because in producing them so
vellous.
S T A T E OF M A IN E
many
intermediates
are
developed
And still for cen
Unpaid taxes on lands situated in the Town of Ludlow, in the County
that
are
of
inestimable
worth
to
the
turies this country
. of Aroostopk, for the year 1921.
has been wasting industrial life of the nation.
'•
The fallowing list of taxes on real estate of resident and non-resident
I owners in jthe Town of Ludlow aforesaid, for the year 1921. committed to me
(Released by the Institute of American Business, New York:
for collection for said Town on the 9th day of June, 1921 remain unpaid; and
notice is hereby given that if said taxes with interest and charges are not
Versailles. Should there he further
1previously: paid, so much of the real estate taxed as is sufficient to pay the
SUCCESS ASSURED
amount diie therefor, inducing interest and charges, will be sold without
C AVC
irv/«r> I conferences they would partake of
further notice at public ,
"ion at Rideout
--schoolhouse in said To’'An. on the
« A ^ ^ L U U L l I H i t ! the nature of the present conference
first Momhhy in February
22. at nine o’clock A. M.
'
Name
of
Owner
So important have been the achieve-1 and represent a further carrying out
Range
Seat
Acres
Val.
Tax
London. Alfred
7
4
ments of the Washington conference j of this principle of the platform. It
78
7
5
78
1575
ttyt its success is assured. Vice Presi-1is well, however, to keep our thoughts ;
o
Marcus. Levitt
6
4
Great Opportunity for Investment or Business
dent Coolidge declared In an address I for the present fixed on the main i
1
6
80
1420
103.68
before the Philadelphia Forum.
) object of enhancing the probability , l !
j Stewart. Sanborn
1
10
80
605
36.72
J-four tenement houses, 1-single tenant house, 1-large
! Snell, Rosco
! of a continued peace, thru a limita
7
1
78
835
52.65
All of recent developments have
•
>
Paul, William
stable and 1 barn, all located on same land, yielding gross rents
6
112
tion of armaments, and the removal i
1250
77.22
shown that the Japanese are as anx
i Dixon, Daniel
4
7
80
715
48.87
of $1800. per annum. Must he sold in settlement of partnership.
of possible sources of friction in the
' Dixon, Gor den
ious as the other nations to get out
3
40
6
550
34.56
Far East and leave new proposals to
2
Burton. Robert
All tenements occupied. Owner could live in one tenement and
6
2
of China, be said, while the prompt
await on definite accomplishments.”
3W
6
40
476
31.91
supervise remainder. Easily re-arranged into apartment houses.
response of Admiral Baron Kato to
Hovey, Ivory
i
13
Mr. Coolidge also' touched upon the
S
385
32.94
accept proposals of secretary of State
Hutchinson;, John
Location within 200 feet of main and business street. For cash
'5
12
80
achievements of Congress. “ No peace
Hughes for naval reduction indicates
3
11
40
693
great bargain.
50.92
Congress ever accomplished more in
Horten. Seymour
4
8
40
that *an agreement of naval ratios
so short a time," he said, adding
4
7
60
726
Call or inquire: Industrial Company, 11 Main Street,
54.32
will be reached.
Frazier, Geiorge
27 \/n
4
that 136 bills and resolutions passed
8
315
23.22
The highly important development
Hammond, j George
7
Gardiner. Maine.
10
78
8-50
during the recent session became
6
10
of the conference, however, he said laws. He also pointed out that the
720
4%
38.88
Noyce, Mrs; .Angie
1
11
80
1169
71.23
has been the suggestion of President budget submitted by President Hard
Ludlow, J)ee. 20, 1921.
L Y M A N WEBB, Collector
Harding that the meeting be contin ing at the opening of the present
ued. It was made even more impor Congress was the first ever submittant, he added, by the
further s ' tea.
u declared
g
...................r
that
fit, can b , follov/ed
gestion that Germany be Included in with a reasonable degree of agree
a
the deliberations.
ment and will go far toward putting
“Some have been alarmed at this the expenditures of the national gov
suggestion,’’ he said, “fearing that ernment on a peace basis and result ;
our country might become involved in very large savings.”
j
In the affairs of other countries to
Listen, son:
A Scab
onr own detriment, ied to an attempt
T here's a settlement in profit or loss, for
“ What are you doin’ of, James?"
to exercise authority over peoples and
Some folks call this
nearly every indulgence.
"Sharpenin' a hit o-’ pencil."
in places where we have no responsi
w h ittlin ' to b a c c o
Sometimes the pay day is long deferred, and
“ You'll 'ave the union after von. re
bility; or to submit our own affairs
old-fashioned, but
in that case the settlement m ay bear compound
to outside influence and dictation lad. That's a carpenter's job."
they d o n ’ t k n o w
interest.
This is but a re-statement of the
where the honey is!”
contet which was waged over the
Often a payment in ill health is required for
ratification of the peace treaty. The
the dance had w ith tea or coffee during earlier
question has been definitely decided
years. Sometimes the collection comes in sleep
by the American people and the sug
lessness, sometimes in headaches, sometimes in
gestion of the President could not
high blood pressure, or in nervous indigestion—
have involved any undertaking of
sometimes in all these penalties.
that nature.”
N erv es w o n ’t a lw a y s stand the whipping of
Quoting the republican platform he
tea and coffee’s drug, caffeine.
continued;

If It W asn’t Good, It Wouldn’t Sell

Real Estate for Sale

Those Who Dance
M ust Pay The Fiddler

“W e believe that all this can bei
done without the compromise of na- I
tional independence, without depriv
ing the people of the United States
in advance of the right to determine
for themselves what is just and fair
when the occasion \arises, and without Involving them as participants
and not as peacemakers in the mul
titude of quarrels the merits of which
they are unable to judge. And we
pledge the coming republican admin
istration to such agreements with the
other nations of the world as shall
meet the full duty of America to
civilization and humanity, in accor
dance with American ideals, and
without surrendering the right of
the American people to exercise its
judgment and its power in favor of
justice and peace.’
“The present conference is work
ing in harmony with this plan, it
does not appear to be in any way in
terfering with agreements or opera
tion of the treaty of peace and its
accompanying covenants made at

WATCHFUL EYES
a r e safeguarding the health of
son and daughter and grand
children. Grandma knows

fo b n sO h,

Liniment

# JL

Anodyne

Doctor's Prescription
Internal and External
100 years o f Success

This famous old anodyne has
no equal for Coughs, Colds,
Sore Throat, Grippe, Cramps,
Colic, Chills, Strains, Cuts,
Burns and many other com
mon troubles. For more than
a century generation after
generation has praised its
worth. AH dealers. 25 and 50c.

I f you’ve b :en dancing to tea or coffee’s fid
dling, w h y keep on till payment time comes? I f
you’re beginning to pay, now, w h y not cancel the
contract?
here’s an easy and pleasant w a y to avoid
tea and coffee’s penalties, as thousands have found
w h o have changed to Postum . It is a delight
w ith any m eal— rich, comforting and satisfying
— and it never harms. Even the little children
can have a breakfast cup of Postum , with no fear
for w hat m ay happen to sensitive nerves.
Instead of paying penalties for your meal
time drink, let it pay benefits to you, b y giving
natural health a full chance— and begin the new
arrangement today. A n y grocer w ill sell you, or
any good restaurant w ill serve you Postum .
Postum comes in two forms: Instant Postum (in tins)
made instantly in the cup by the addition of boiling water.
Postum Cereal (in packages of larger bulk, for those who
prefer to make the drink while the meal is being prepared)
made by boiling for 20 minutes.

—a longer smoke
—a sweeter smoke
—more tobacco, too

Postum for Health
“ There’s a Reason”
L ig g e t t & M

yers

T

obacco

C o.
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SUGAR CANE FIELDS
VISITED BY DELEGATES

life as we know it; Those who have
ter will e\entually be thrashed out
DEPARTMENT
seen Mr. Hughes’ screen adaption of
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befoie tlie Interstate Commerce ComOF AGRICULTURE
his novel, "The Old Nest.” will know
mission, and that we are likely t o 1Gentlemen looking for a nice room, u/at,*h f « a
»
(Coatiutied from page 1)
what this author means when he
9TATE OF MAINE
I receive every consideration at their „
*°. *?WI^ can ^ accomodated.
----UC ° n
to start soon.
speaks of representing life on the Houlton Times,
hands, but action by that body will
Al>P'y to C. G.
ting the fields are Bet ou fire which screen without resorting to artificial Houlton, Maine,
; be necessarily slow and well consider- Ash hoop poles wanted. Inquire W.
leaves nothing but the large stalks plots to carry his message. For mes
Gentlemen
•
i
tJ(i- aIul there is every prospect that Enterprising small farmers and vil
E. Fanjoy, Tel. 81-13.
which are then ready for cutting, sage it is, and the author who has
lip
lagers!— Add to your income by be
which must be done not later than 7 tin' gift to let us “ see ourselves as ' I uni writing to ask the cooiktuII ou this year's cr0" w111 have •>“ » >V*®- ing our representative in your local No boys or Apprentices at Osgood's,
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but five experienced Watchmakers.
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.mom sentiment to neai u p - _________
l i p Webster -There’s none better. Call
count of the black which comes from like troubles of ours dissolve into thin reduction in Ireiuht rates on agriculth<> ° m< ials ° r om' r0;' lls
ll“
or send to TIMES Office.
handling the burned stalks. a white •air and we are saved from futile fam turn! products that is l.eins R,-anted i
HAD NEVER FELT
to the farmers of practically e v e r y '
that they may * * * lhp
man will nor. work in these fields j ily ruptures.
Buy Alarm Clocks of Osgood. Best
Srantimt the desired
when the cutting is done. The cane j The presentation of such pictures as other state. Up to the present time a,,d ,,ecessity
makes and lowest prices.
BETTER
IN
LIFE
this lias been
a New England-wide ’ eduction.
is planted in rows after being cut ‘Dangerous Curve Ahead!” will send
Illustrating the injustice of
the I'm So Strong I Believe I Could Chop Coupons for typewriter ribbons may
about two feet long, sections for plant photoplay patrons home more tolerant proposition, and we have had the
be exchanged at the TIMES office
active
assistance
of
the
other
New
proposed
arrangement,
I
would
quote
Wood,” says Miss Comer—
for any machine.
ing being made during a certain time ! of their life partners’ shortcomings,:
England agricultural departments and HOine comparative freight rates from
Praises Tanlac
in the growth of the cano, while j more desirous of helping them to betLet one of OSGOOD'S Five Experi
several
powerful agricultural
com- Aroostook County. Maine, and from
under some conditions the cane is cut ter things.
enced Watchmakers repair your
"1 think so much of Tanlac and
mittees. Now, however, it is report- competitive producing sections in
watch. It will pay you.
and what we call a second crop is
This Rupert Hughes photoplay has
what
it
has
done
for
me
that
I
must
The distance from
used from the same stalk. Sixty-seven roused the enthusiasm of the critics ed that the New York, New Haven other states.
at Osgood's and see the National
is 825 have told everybody in town about it, Call
income Tax book which is easily
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thus
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----------- ^
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Keene, N. H. Miss Comer is a valued out FREE.
while the balance grows without it ,: "The First Year.” Though their stor ’ forming to the action of other roads merits; from Presque Isle the distance
miles and the freight on the employe of the Keene Shoe Company. Girls Wanted for Cloth e sP in Factory
being in sections where rains and j ies are different in incident, their i throughout the country, and leaving
j Maine with its heavy shipments of same commodity is 66 cents. From with which concern she has a record
at Davidson. Good wages and steady
conditions do not require the irriga-j method of treatment is similar. With
hay, potatoes and apoles yet to be j Grand Rapids, Michigan, to 33d Street of twenty years loyal service.
work.
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tion. Fertilizer is used of one ton to j a east including
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things. On the plantation that we
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the laborers milk at cost. From the Author
Rupert Hughes
I would have to go to the hospital for
our *>usiness in this territory. Easy
the
situation
may
be.
but
realizing
I
of
even
$1;>
or
$20
per
car
often
ra
cane fields we were taken to the Director
E. Mason Hopper
t
.
....
. , work, permanent position,
pleasant
the
extremely
fair
and
helpful
attitude
presents
the
entire
profit
of
a
shipper
treatment,
and
I
was
awfully
worried
o
m
,p.J ion all yea* round. Big galmanager’s home, a beautiful house Continuity Writer
Julien Josephson ,
which
the
Maine
press
has
for
some
who
must
in
turn
reduce
the
price
about my condition.
aries paid every week to Respresenta
with large grounds on which a tent Photographed by
1
John Mescall
time taken toward our agriculture, which the fanner receives in order
“ However. Tanlac has relieved me tives. A letter to the Oakland Nurhad been set up, tables spread for the Ass t Director
William Reiter
of all those troubles, and I never felt series will bring Particulars.____ ^1
and also its great influence.
I am to protect himself.
two hundred or more guests and a
again
asking
for
assistance
in
calling
better
in my life than 1 do now. I eat Young Women Wanted— Wm. KnowlI believe that justice to our agri
most tempting lunch provided, and WHAT SHALL
the attention of your readers to thb culture with which the general busi jus(. anything l want and never have
ton & Sous, Mfrs., wants girls to
after an hour was spent in the shade
THE MOTTO BE ? really serious situation.
a bit of pain or distress, i used to ^earu to sew and trim ladies and
ness
prosperity
of
our
state
is
very
of the palm trees we boarded the train To the Editor,
,
, .
,, ,
,, . - i „ „ children’s hats at their plant in West
It is conceded that this whole mat- closely allied, requires that we C.o lie
so weak
could hardlj 1 old m> Upton, Mass. Good pay and excellent
and returned to Honolulu feeling that Houlton Times.
everything in our power to secure head up, hut now I believe I could opportunity for ambitious girls. Ideal
the day had been most interesting Houlton, Maine,
the same freight rates for our farm chop wood without getting tired. I living conditions. For further inforand Instructive.
thc
prospect
before
him.
so
may
we
j Dear Sir:
mation communicate at once with Max
the eertainlv am grateful to Tanlac.”
Sugar is the principal industry of j Army Regulations prescribe that the People of Maine on New Year’s products as are to he allowed
^
. tt
_______
Golden, Room 41,
Tanlac is sold, in
Houlton
at Munro s H.
p ortjanr>
— 102 Exchange St.,
farmers
of
other
states
and
that
our
the islands and there are 45 planta each organisation of the Army of the Day. 1922, look back upon the year
Me.
Transportation adWest End Drug Store; Bridgewater, Portland,
re
vanced.
tions besides a number of small pro Un ted States entitled to carry colors that Juis closed and resolve upon a producing areas should not be
47tf
Bridgewater Drug Co.; Oakfield, L. A.
moved some two or three hundred
ducers who sell their cane to the mills, or standards shall have a <oat
of course of action for the year that has
miles further from the consuming Barker Co.: Ludlow, O. A. Stevens; Notice— We have on hand about 1,000
on the island of Maui the cane from arms or badge placed on the organiza begun.
Ashland W C B o w le v New LimParcel Post PackaBes consisting of
th es# small producers is taken to the tion’s colors or standard in lieu of
Let us as a people, whatever our sections which would be the practical Asmana, w. g . tiowiey, i\ew i.im J2 ting of Keyiess i/4 0 il Sardines,
erick,
Hoar
&
Sutherland.
price
per package, East port, $1.0#.
mills in troughs running from the the shield and crest of the United origin or creed, and regardless of our effect of the proposed discrimination.
—
——
—
l
.
.......
.......
...
plus
Parcel
Post mailing charges, zone
elevation and side hills to the mills States: that above the eagle’s head station in life, enter upon this New Any publicity you may be able to
N f.T i r _
1 and 2, 9c, 3d zone, 14c, 4th zone, 23c.
give
this
matter
will
he
of
great
near the shore from where the boats similarly, the organization motto shall Year with the determination
5th zone, 52c,
oui
f>2c, 6th zone, 46c, 7th zo
zone.
The annual meeting of the Northern 5l c , sth zone, 60c, therefore,
come to take it for shipment. During replace that of the United Slates on
To recognize honest differences of as:',‘sitUKe an<* much appreciated.
Maine Patrons Mutual Fire Insurance receipt of your order we will mai on
Very truly yours,
the past 5 years there has been the scroll in the eagle’s beak.
opinion, end to make serious effort ’
mail a
(i
Company
will he held at the Com- package to any address.
Write
p;
___ci or
591,070 tons of sugar harvested from
F. V. W A SH B U R N
puny's
office Presque Isle. Wednesday. nhnnp MucVicboi i n e r i . ^
At a meeting of the officers of the to get other people's point of view:
phone MacNichol Packing Co., East
an average acreage of 118,000, an 3d Infantry, Maine National
To credit other people with good
Commissioner. January 11th at 10.30 a. m. for the port, Me.
Guard
651p
electiot'
of
seven
directors
and
the
average yield of five tons per acre and (soon to he redesignated the
lied intentions:
transaefion of any other business that
45,425 men were employed in getting , Infntry) held at Portland on Decern
To think and speak wel l of others:
n,iny come before said meeting.
THF. THIRD MAINE
it.
To
ask
no
privileges
for
ourselvo
:
Ernest T. MeGlaullin. See’v
i her 17th and 18th, that
regiment
we
are
not
willing
to
accord
to
others:
U
adopted as a badge to be placed above
TO BE THE 103RD
STATE HIGHWAY WORK
|the eagle’s head on the regimental ’ To remember that true personal
j
NOTICE
The liGrd regiment
of infantry,
colors of the organization the follow liberty goes hand in hand with self- which '“fought in France as a Maine if. S. District Court
(Continued from page 1)
ing: A gold star upon which is surer- control:
emit of the 26th division will be pre ' Maine District
Northern Division
To appreciate the great privilege it
imposed a pine tree. This badge will
served as an organization of the Pine
"S" Woodstock
l
|
Bangor, Maine. Dec. 17. 1921.
is
to
lie
a
citizen
of
Maine,
a
State
“ N " Cherryfleld
1
also be worn by all members of the
Tr; e State.
; Riu-suant to the rules of the District N
Open and Ready foTTou
that
has
no
peer
among
it.sister
" !> " Kockport and Camden
1
organization on the left shoulder of
a a n a ^
,,
.
Orders received at First Army Corps Court of the United States for the
“ K” N ew Gloucester
6.6-1
Stales:
District of Maine, notice is hereby P racl ‘cal courses in Bookkeeping and
the uniform coat.
headquarters
Saturday
directed
tHat,
Auburn
l.*»7
To make Maine a law-abiding State
given, that Omar L. Farnsworth of Accountancy, Shorthand and TypeConsiderable discussion was held
pursuant to the application of Maine
Road building should he looked upon
Caribou. in said District, has applied writing, Penmanship, etc., equip you
that will solve as an example to our
i
pertaining
to
the
adoption
of
a
motto
mu hoi'it ies, the 171st regiment of the tw
as a mighty good investment for any
an attorney and f
work without l088 c ( tlme.
Country, and
.
. . .
krd division (National Guard) would counsellor ot said District ( ourt.
state and every man who owns an for the organization and such mottos
To
add
the
"Golden
Rule”
to
the
ISABEL SHEEHAN
Right now is the time to get started.
as
"Dirigo,”
“
Sequore"
"W
e
can.
let’s
b"
iiown
hereafter
as
the
lnhrd.
automobile is saving just so much
State's motto "Dirigo."
m>Deputy Cleric Houlton Business College, Houlton, Me.
money on his car when he can drive go ’ "W e will, let's g o !" "W e can.
Given at the Office of the Governor
over an improved road, where a poor we w ill!" "Come cn, ler’s go.’ " were
with
the
proposed hut nothing definite was at Augusta, and sealed
road will cost him so much more.
Great Seal of Maine, this First Day
adopted
and
it
was
decided
to
request
A comparatively small amount of
of .January, in the Year of our Lord
mileage each year means before many the ;x oplo throughout the State of
One Thousand Nine
Hundred
and
Maine,
through
the
Press,
to
offer
years a fine road system all over the
Twenty-two.
and
of
the
State
of
state, and with the advance each year suggestions for a proper motto for
Maine
the
One
Hundred
and
Second.
the regiment. It is not the desire of
this will soon he realized.
the organization to adopt any word I5y tfit* Governor.
PE1UTVAL P. BAXTER
expression of a lat in mil me bn;
NEW RUPERT
Governor of Maim*
rather something in English, the
FR.‘>XK
W.
BALL
me;
mug
of
which
will
.lie
readih
HUGHES PHOTOPLAY
Secretary of State.
More and more, the tendency ( f understood by all. To be symmetrical
authors like Rupert Hughes is to get the motto should be divided into two
away from adapting photoplays from or four words within the scroll, one
their novels and short stories
They ha’ f on cither side of tin1 eagle’s
beak.
realize that (he motion picture
is
It is the request of the Adjutant
is acknowledged to be the best
■either novel, play, nor short story.
General
that this letter he published
method known far finishing the
Moreover, they have come to the con
bore of your motor. It insures the
clusion that with original material in your paper, that you request the
people
of
your
community
to
send
in
following
results:
constructed directly for the screen,
either to your newspaper or to the
far better pictures will result.
Perfectly round holes.
This tendency has now found defi Adjutant General's office any suggest
Walls of all cylinders absolutely
ions they niay have concerning an
nite expression in the first original
parallel.
motion picture written by Rupert appropriate motto to be placed upon
Polished surfaces, hence less
the colors of the I03cf Infantry.
It
Hughes, one of America’s most widely
wear on pistons and rings.
is
also
requested
that
this
office
he
read authors. The picture in which
Better compression.
Mr. Hughes has exemplified what his ■furnished with copies of your paper
Allows least amount of oil to
ideas of screen comedy are is "D an -; which may contain such suggestions
work up into combustion chamber
Very truly yours,
gerous Curve Ahead!” and was pro
and foul the spark plug;
JOHN A. HADLEY
duced at the Goltlwyn studios in Cul
From a mechanical standpoint it
The Adjutant lienc-al
22-Four-34 T w o Pass. R oadster
$ 895
v e r City. Cal.
beats reaming or rebori«g a mile.
The story has been given the most
SOUTHWORTH PROCESS
22-Four-35 Five Pass. T ou rin g
935
STATE OF MAINE
complete production possible. Nothing
Means the best regrindiing obtain
2
2
-F
ou
r*36
T
h
ree
Pass.
C
ou
p
e
was left to chance: and in order
PROCLAMATION
1295
able.
to satisfy the author that the product
By The Governor
Ask Your Garage Man
22-Four-37 Five Pass. Sedan
1395
Of his brain would be treated as care
January Vat, 1922
SOUTHWORTH
WACHWE
CO.
fully as though he himself were in ; New
Year’s Resoltrtions
Resolutions for the
direct command of the production
State of Marine
PORTLAND; MAINE
force., the OoMwyn company asked;
,tR th(. indivirtlla, is a,.t, lstomw, , I
Builders of High' Grad!* Machinery
Mr. Hughes to supervise every detail! oause upon the thresJUioId m a V e» i
for Twenty-Five? Years
o l the creation of hie picture.
j Year to review the- n e t and sukev
How successful was this innovation,.
22-Six-44 T h ree Pass. R oadster
$1365
may be seen when "Dangerous Curve \
..............
22-Six-45 Five Pass. T o u rin g
1395
Ahead?"* is shown at the D ream 1
Theatre for two days, beginning to-'
22-Six-46 T h re e Pass. C o u p e
1885
morrow. In preparing the story' for ■
22-Six-47 Five Pass. S edan
production, the author.- himself wrote
2165
the continuity. . Moreover, all items
22-Six-48 F our Pass. C ou p e
2075
of costuming, the selection of the cast,'
the erection of the settings and the ;
22-Six-49 Seven Pass. T o u rin g
1585
staging of the action were ail thought;
22-Six-50
Seven
Pass.
Sedan
cut and decided upon in consultation
2375
with Mr. Hughes.
1 h ave h ad m any years experien ce in
A ll prices f. o. b., Flint, Mich.
There is no attempt to introduce a
Fertilizers as w ell as with Farm ing in
never-say-die villain; though a man j
does cross the young wife’s horizon I
A roostook. I k n ow Fertilizers and can
to the (temporary discomfiture of the
give you the right goods to produce
husband. However, where other photogood crops
playwrights would have introduced a
home wrecker,
Mr.
Hughes,
with
greater art,-‘Showed that just a pass
Please w rite m e fo r prices a n d terms
a b ly interested friend could cause
many unpleasant moments in a young
vs
family’s career. Through it all, hus
band and wife are truly in love with !
vach other; yet there are moments of
petty bickerings, daily estrangements
and reconciliations just as we find
them n our own homes.
C a l a i s ,
M a i n e
This, then, is the charm of “Danpe ous Curve Ahead’ ” It presents
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Houlton, Maine

This section was visited by a snow COL. HUME UNABLE
WEEK OF PRAYER
IN MEMORIAM
storm Saturday night when about 6
TO RECEIVE MEDAL
Sprvices as follows Jan. 9-15 inclu
In loving memory of dear mother,
inches tell and made good sledding
8^V€i|Marion Teresa Murray.
around town. Most of the utomobiles
— WILL GET IT LATER
Mionday Rev. H. C. Speed will speak j Two years have passed, our hearts
have been put away temporarily.
Ten awards for distinguished ser in the Salvation Community House.
still sore
vice by New Englanders in the world
Tuesday Ensign Cole will speak in { As time flies by, we miss her more
Leonard McNair was a business visi BATTERY OF FIELD
Subscribers should bear in
war were conferred by Major General the ;United Baptist Church.
; Her loving smile, her welcome face,
tor in Miliinocket the first of the week.
•mind that all subscriptions are
Wednesday Rev. F. C. Hartley w ill. No one can fill, dear mother s place,
ARTILLERY FOR HOULTON Clarence R. Edwards at the First
Harry Lewin of the Daily News
Army Corps headquarters in Boston speak in the Methodist Church.
spayable in advance and the pa
Word has been received from the last week.
force went to Portland Saturday night
Thursday Rev. A. E. Luce will speak |And sadly do we miss her.
per will b e discontinued at ex on business.
Adjutant General that he. with Mai
Colonel Frank Hume of Houlton, in tjhe Congregational Church
! In the dusky eventide
Jas. W. Hanson, will be in Houlton Maine, who commanded the 103rd In
piration. Notice of such expira
Geo. W. Smith, who is now with
Fijiday Rev. A. M. Thompson will j For her chair is always vacant,
Tuesday,
Jan
10.
for
the
purpose
of
fantry overseas was unable to be
tion will b e sent out the First of the Mars Hill News, was in town Fri
mustering in the new company tor present to receive the distinguished speak in the First Baptist Church. ! By the lonely fireside.
day doing business.
each month.
General Topic, Religion.
!
Houlton.
service medal awarded him. It will Personal Religion
-------------------------------------------------------The young daughter of Dr. and Mrs.
Rev.
Speed
j
And we will never will forget her
They will arrive in Houlton Tues be presented to him informally later.
Supt. W. K. Hallett with his wife potter who has been seriously ill
Seeding
Salvation
of
Others
j
Never w’ill her memory fade
day noon and be at the Armory on
and daughter were in town Friday on
gradually improving.
Ensign Cole Flowers of love will bloom forever
Tuesday afternoon and evening for
Developing Religion in the Home and j On the grave where mother lays.
business.
p eter chas. Keegan of Van Buren the purpose of mustering in the mem- DISCUSS TRUNK
kajmily
Rev. Hartley'
Husband, Sons and Daughters.
Automobiles have dropped in price
iast week on a trip to England, bers, when uli those who have signified
LINE HIGHWAYS Developing Religion in the Home Land
as will be seen by referlng to our Ireland and the continent.
their intention of becoming members
Plans for an agreement on trunk
;
Rev. Luce
advertising columns.
Miss Dorothy Craig of Perth, N. B. of the company areexpected to
be
line highways to he constructed in Developing Religion in the Foreign
HOULTON WOMAN’S CLUB
Miss Margaret Wilkinsreturned t o ,visited her mother, Mrs. Ethel Craig present.
New England during the next three
Lajid
Rev.
Thompson
The meeting was opened by the
Taunton. Mass., resuming her teaching ' at the Snell House last week.
--------------- ----years were* discussed on Thursday in
Sunday Exchanges Jan. 15
after the holiday vacation.
Katherine Harvey, the daughter of NEW ENGLAND
president, Mrs. Hall. In the absence
Boston at a conference attended by First! Baptist Church
Donald, son of Mr. and Mrs. Perley , jyjr< an(j Mrs. J. R. Harvey, who has
highway commissioners and engineers
; Rev. F. C. Hartley the speaker. of Mrs. H. H. Dyer who had charge
ORDER
OF
PROTECTION
Moores, is recovering from his recent been ill, is rapidly improving,
of the program for the afternoon,
from the six states in the district and Congregational Church
illness and is able to be up and dressMax Rusgell an(1 Floyd McGary
HOLDS ANNUAL MEETING by representatives of the highways
Rev. H. C. Speed, the speaker Mrs. Hall presided.
e^i were passengers on the night train
At the annual meeting of the New section of the Federal Department of Methodist Episcopal Church
Minutes of the last meeting were
R. G. Mills, Manager of the Bangor, Saturday returning to Bowdoin.
England Order of
Protection
held Agriculture. The Federal aid bill,
Reiv. A. M. Thompson, the speaker
read
by Secretary Iva Jackins. It was
allow Co., formerly located here, was |
Hillman Smith of Calais
is recently, thefollowingofficers were
recently passed by Congress provid United Baptist Church
in town a few days last
week on ; spending: a few days at the home of elected.
ing for a federal appropriation to the
j Rev. A. E. Luce, the speaker voted at the last meeting to send a
delegate from the club to Augusta to
business.
Warden. Mrs. Helen D. Hemore; j various states in connection with a
Mrs. W. F. Buzzell. Court St reet.
the Forestry meeting and the presi
Miss Millie Churchill of Fort FairWarden,
Mrs.
Ethel
Lowery;
Rec.
j
program
for
the
building
of
main
Mr. Geo. S. Gentle and daughter
CROP OFF
dent
announced that Mrs. R. W. Shaw
field Is visiting at Oie home of Mr. Edna left Tuesday evening for Florida Sec.. Mary Briggs;
Financial Sec., j highways throughout the Country,
was
to
represent the club.
and Mrs. G. Beecher Churchill on
$3,400,000,000
Ernestine
Davis;
Chaplain,
Sadie was aiso under consideration.
where they will spend the winter.
Overture
by Orchestra
Elm street.
John N. Cole, Massachusetts com
The important farm crops of the
Mrs. D. W. Davis, who for the past Smith: Cluardiun, Nettie Burden;Guide
Bessie
C.
Vail;
Sentinel,
Alma
Wise;
missioner
of
public
Works,
presided.
United States this year were valued
Mrs. W. F. Buzzell left for Boston ; three weeks has been visiting
in
Pianist. Mrs. Davenpqrt
Trustees. W. IV. McDonald, D. D. He- I Guy H. Miller, district engineer for ai $5,ij>75,877.000 by the department of
Friday evening, called there by the Augusta, returned Saturday light,
Cornet, Emmons Robinson
death of her nephew who lives in
The reguiar meeting of the W. C. more. A. L. McDonald. Mrs. Annie E. I \ ew York and New England, head a agriculture in its final estimates of
Clarinet, Oscar Wilson
That is almost $3,400,-j
Dorchester.
: T. U. will be held Thursday afternoon Newcl1' rot,ri» * Warden, now assumes group of officials representing the 1the year.
Violin, Harold Nevins
i 000,000 less than last year's crops!
Federal government.
Mr. and Mrs. J. O. Harrington of in the parlor of the Congregational the title of P. W.
Installation will be held Jan. 13th.
j were worth and $8,000,000,000 les s' Mrs. Jas. Dougherty played the
Dover-Foxeroft spent a few days last ' Church.
I than (lie crops of two years ago. when piano while little Leita Millar danced.
week In town with their son Cyril j
Mr. and Mrs. C. O. Grant left Mon
BOWLING
NOTES
high ; prices
prevailed
for
farm She was dressed in pale blue, and
Harrington.
day morning for Florida where they HOULTON TRUST CO.
looked like a fairy.
A joint meeting of the
bowling |products,
Miss Hazel Porter returned last [ Plan to spend the remainder of the
ANNUAL MEETING committees of the Elks and Dux met ! The* values are based on prices
Mrs. G. R. Ervin gave a report of
week to Island Falls to resume her j winter.
The annual meeting of the stock last Friday evening at the Elks Club j paid to farms on Dec. 1, and the crops her trip to Fort Fairfield, Dec.
2,
teaching, after spending
Christmas
M r and Mrs. W. \V. Springer re
holders of the Houlton Trust Co. was and made
which
was
very
fine.
(She
was
sent
arrangements
for
the comprise about 90 per cent of the
with her parents.
' turned Monday from St. John where
as a delegate by the Woman’s club.)
holidays with her held at the Banking rooms on Tues-1 annual contest for the “ Moose” cup . value of all farm crops,
Claire Cassidy left Saturday morn-1tho> spent the
day
morning
and
the
lollowing j now held by the Elks.
There were only $2,000,000,1)00 crops
Vocal Solo, Miss Eve Hackett,
ing for Harvard where he will continue ; lul^eI*t®Each club lias a win to its credit I this year - corn and hay, while last accompanied by Leila Kelso.
Ralph Burleigh left Saturday night Trustees were elected for the ensuing
bis studies after spending the Christ
i and according to the terms of the year four crops were valued at $1,000,! for Annapolis following a short visit year.
Mrs. Roy Crockett read about
mas holidays in town.
Ora
Gilpatrick,
James
K.
Plummer,
I
contests arranged some years
ago : 000,000 or more. Production was be- Caruso.
with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Preston
Coupon Books for the best type N Burleigh.
Geo. A. Goriuun. Jas. Archibald, it does not become the property of low last year for almost every crop,
Then Mrs. Hassell played two selec
writer ribbons on the market may, be
Auto Inspector Maurice Elliott was Beecher Putnam, Edwin L. Vail,Del; 1onn dub until 3 wins have been made. I although the acreage of the important tions of Caruso’s on the Victrola.
purchased at the TIMES office, thus w (he jo|) Slmdav laokjng after those mont Emerson, I. E.Seavey, Frank
A. j The arrangements for the 1922 con- crops was slightly larger except cotton
Two dances were given by Miss
saving 25c on each ribbon.
j who had not provided themselves with Peabody, Samuel Lane, Chas. H. Fogg. test have not been made public as j
The area devoted to the important
Veta
Astle’s pupils, one given with
S. L. White, Jason Hassell, Fred L. vet. but satisfactory arrangements ( crops this year was 346,336,000 acres
Messrs. M. Pond and D. J. Pond of j 1922 number plates,
out music and one with, showed much
this town were called to Fort Fairfield j Miss Annie Magill. Secretary of Putnam, Geo. S. Gentle, Jason Hassell have been reached and the first game ; compared with 349,067,000 acres last
time and practice given.
In the
last week on account of the death of i tbe Nortb Ar0ostook Red Cross Chapt. ,,einK e,ecte(1 to take the place of the will be rolled on the Dux alleys Fri- year.
Final estimates of production
second dance the children wore paper
day evening. Jan. 6th.
and value announced include:
their brother. Melvin C. Pond.
Presque Isle, spent the holidays
k- Millike.11
caps, Dutch style.
The Executive Board is composed
Seven games will be rolled at each j Oats, 1,060,737,000; $321,540,000.
Hon. A. L. Lumbert left on Mon- with her family on Green street,
Violin Solo, John I. Katscher, ac
The teams will consist of 6
Potatoes, 346.823,000; $385,192,000.
day for Bangor where he had business
The Ricker Travel Class will hold of: Ora Gilpatrick, James K. Plum club.
companied by Mrs. Buck.
mer,
Geo.
A.
Gorham.
Jas.
Archibald
The
computed
normal
crop
for
1921
men from each club who will roll five
and from there he will go to Boston the regular meeting on Monday eveVocal Solo, Mrs. Kodgins. accom
ir 415.000,000 bushels which indicafe
strings for a contest.
where he will stay about two months, ning, Jan. 9, at the home of Miss and Fred L. Putnam.
One game only will be rolled each a 17C shortage, the shortest crop panied by Louise Buzzell.
Friends of Mrs. Oscar Wheaton Ernestine Davis. Franklin Street,
week, alternately at the two clubs, since 1916. While last year the crop
Woman’s Club Quartet: Mrs. C. W.
will be glad to hear tJiat the operation : Dr. and Mrs. Clarence Harrigan of CHRISTMAS NUMBERS
and the contest promises some rare " a s 428,363.000 and the 5 year average Towers, Mrs. A. W. Knox, Mrs. Roy
for cataract on one of her eyes was Miliinocket spent the week-end in
OF HORSE JOURNALS
is 371,283,000.
Crockett, Mrs. Arthur McCready.
snort for howling fans.
a successful one. and all hope for a j town last week with Dr. Harrigan's
Christmas
numbers
of
two
of
the
speedy recovery.
parents, Mr. and Mrs. W. F. Harrigan.
Miss Mildred Smith of Woodstock,
Newton Churchill left Tuesday eve- leading journals devoted to the light
:imiiiiiimiii;imm!iMMiiiMiiimimMiiiniiiiiiMiimii!iiiMMiiiiiiMmiiiiiiiMiiiMiiiiiiimmiimiiiiiiiiimiitiiiiiiimiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiimmMliiiiiniiillMilllllllNr^
POTATOES
game have been
N. B.. a student nurse in a Montreal j ning for Exeter, N. H. where he will harness racing
I
♦
received
at
this
oltice.
The
Trotter
The potato market is much stronger ) §
hospital, is in town making a short ; resume his studies after a vacation
visit with her sister. Mrs. W. B. |with his parents. Mr. and Mrs. G. B. and Pacer published in .Yew J ers ey than it lias been for a number of ♦ i
is chock full of timqly news of the
Roben, Washburn St.
• Churchill.
'months, tin* price being from $2.25 to
Miss Margaret Putnam, who has
Mrs. E. L. Cleveland leaves
this horses, finely illustrated and is a
$2.5n j)t>r barrel, but on account of the
very
handsome
hook.
been spending the holidays with her Wednesday evening for Stoughton,
of every description fo r every occasion
The
Horse
Breeder,
published
in
cold weather there are no offerings.
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Amos Putnam, Mass., where she will spend a few
Boston,
which
devotes
considerable
Indications from the seed market is
has returned to Island
Falls and weeks with her daughter. Mrs. Harold
space to the doings of the M ain e and 1
resumed her teaching.
Marriott.
that the price will ho higher, but no
O u r bloom s a re at their best an d our
Mrs. A. E. Astle is confined to the
Mr. Harold Hopkinson of Fort Fair- Maritime Circuit, is also replete with one looks for an exceptional price.
house following a very painful acci-; field was the week-end guest of Mr. interesting arti.les and illustrations,
houses abovn d in m any varieties.
The Produce News says:
the Presque Isle, Woodstock and Houl
dent when she fell on the Ice and |Laures Young.
Mr. Hopkinson is
Receipts this week showed a light
broke her wrist Christmas day. The 1assistant treasurer in the Fort Fair- ; ton articles being extremely interest
ing
to
people
n
this
section.
tailing off. but considerable stock was
bone has been set three times.
j field Trust Co.
Both numbers are splendidly gotten ,
Mr. and Mrs. Orin Goodridge will 1 Cards have been received announo’ carried over unsold from last week.
raove this week from Heywood Street; jng the engagement of Miss Doris 11p in a style most creditable to the , The increasing wintry conditions at
where they have
been
living
to j ean Dickison of Houlton to Mr. printer.
shipping point.' caused owners to ask
Pleasant Street where they will make ! Robert Bartlett Miller of Hyde Park,
Houlton, M a in e
|
higher prices. But owing to the limit ANNUAL MEETING OF
their home with
Mrs. Goodridges Massachusetts.
: ed trade demand, th ere was
very
father, Fred B. French.
On account of the volume of traffic
DIRECTORS OF HOULTON
nuyers
only
!
little
improvement,
as
buyers
The High School skating rin k; Monday morning of students returnAGRICULTURAL SOCIETY took enough stocl : to carry them over
which is built every year on the I jng to school it was necessary
to
Volume of business
At the annual
meeting of the 1the New Year.
Watson Avenue grounds has been 1 attach an extra passenger coach to
directors of the Houlton Agricultural : was exceedingly light.
started this year and already a jthe train going south.
_________ to
__ Society_ which was held Monday ; More or less complaint
_
is made
great many of the young people of 1 Miss Marion Hamilton returned
the town have beenenjoyingit.
'Boston
Tuesday night to resume her morning at ten o'clock, the following |about the Maine potatoes and some
Mr.and Mrs. Frank P. Clarkstart- studies
at the PosseNormal School . directors were reelected to
serve for from State sections, that are showing
•d last Wednesday evening on their of Physical Culture, after spending tin* yar 1922:
miry rot
This causes a wide range
trip to Florida. They will make the the holidays in town.
George H. Benn, Olin B. Buzzell, 1 in selling prices. Finest Maine Green
journey by easy stages stopping at
Exalted Ruler Jas. F. Palmer and Albert E. Mooers. Lee \Y. Ervin.; Mountains arc working out at $3.50,
several cities en route, and on arriv- \Secty. A. K. Stetson were in Augusta . Arthur (). Putnam, L. S. Purington, j rarely higher, hut some lots cleared,
W e have opened a W e t W a s h Lau n d ry, fully eq u ip 
Ing at Florida will be located for the Wednesday
representing
Houlton Ernest B. Leighton, James C. Madi-1 at $3@3.25. Maine Cobblers sold]
Lodge 835 at a meetng of state rep re- gan, Winthrop Robinson, A. G. Merritt! mainly at $;Kr3.25, some lots bringing
winter at St. Petersburg.
ped with strictly m odern m achinery with a w eek ly
An Ayrshire heifer was received by sentatives from different lodges,
George W. Small, R. T. Peabody, L. ■$3.35ft3.40 per 165 lb. bag.
;
capacity o f 250 w ashings on 24 hour service.
Wendell Porter of Porter Settlement
The men's chorus at the First H. Powers and Geo. F. Taggett. Geo. | State potatoes were irregular in
Thursday morning by Express. The Baptist Church which
furnished the B. Dunn was elected to the
board of quality, selling mainly at $3<fi)3.25 per j
T w e lv e years experience assures you the most e ffi
animal was shipped in a crate from music for the evening service under j directors in the place of Andrew J. I 165 lb. bag. About 2,000 bags of Dan
cient and carefu l attention to all orders.
Bethel, Vermont and when it arrived the direction of Mr. Parks, received ; Saunders.
{ ish potatoes were thrown on the mar j
W a s h in g called fo r an d delivered.
in Houlton it was not in the* best of |many words of commendation after
There was no business transacted ket this week hut were not pressed j
the service.
1 other than a short discussion and the for sale, as present prices are below J
spirits.
M i s s Pauline Cassidy left Saturday
Odd Fellows are reminded that on ! election of the directors. At the the cost laid down here. Long Island ;
morning for Boston to take up her Tuesday evening, Jan. 10th, Aroos- meeting of the Directors, which is held potatoes were in moderate arrival, go ■
Tel. 3 7 7 -Y
M ilitary St., H oulton, M a in e
studies at Bryant-Stratton. Miss Cas took Encampment will install the |later in the yea r, programs for the ing into special trade channels at j
sidy attended this school last year officers elected for 1922, and on Thurs year, all the committees and other: $4.80@5 per 165 lb. bag, which is !
but baa been employed at intervals day evening. Jan.
about country cost.
12,
Rockabema business is done.
at the Post Office this winter. She Lodge will also install. There will
w a s accompanied by her mother, Mrs. j j>e luncheons after the work of both
William Crabb, who Is to visit her j branches of the order.
for a time.
| Among the prominent business men
o r
Commissioner of Inland Fisheries 0f Houlton who will attend the Rate £3 =
v e r y i m p o r t a n t
r e m e
and Game Willis E. Parsons announc- Jhearing before the Public Utilities i !
•d that he has granted petitions to ( Commission in Augusta this YVednes- s? =

V-

u. s

ut F low ers

Chadwick, Florist j

Announcement

T o th e P e o p l e of H o u l t o n

Delaney & Scribner

cloee Katahdln Lake and Moose and j day afternoon, will be Hon. Chas. B.
Spring. Ponds to fishing for a period j Barnes, Guy C. Porter, Fred E. Hall,
of four years beginning Jan. 15, 1922, j Qco. H. Benn, A. G. Merritt, A
E.
and to close Portage Lake and Chase Mooers, A. J. Saunders, S. L. White,
and Mosquito brooks to all fishing for j The up-country towns will he reprea period of fom* years from Jan. 15. sented.
1922.
,
1 The W. C. T. U. observed
their
City Building Inspector Joseph E. j usual custom of sending Xmas packAustln, Lawrence E. Carroll, manager ages to the Inmates of the alma house,
of the theatre, and Alfred S. Black, I The packages contained a handker-!
president of the Connecticut Theatres |chief, several kinds of candy and
Corporation of New Haven, Conn., j fancy cookies, each one havir g a card
which controlled the theatre, are held j attached with the owner’s name. It
criminally responsible for the deaths Ji* hoped that this attention will bring j
of nine persons in the Rialto theatre cheer to the hearts of the lonely and !
fire of Nov. 27, In a finding by Coroner. unfortunate.
'
Eli Mix last week.
The following young people of the
m=
In a recent contest conducted by j town have returned to their various
the Priest Drug Company of Bangor j schools after spending the holidays
in which contestants were required j in town with their parents and
to find the greatest number of words l friends:
Misses
Elizabeth
Hume,
from the letters included in the three j Avery
Munroe. Nadine Gellerson,
words Priest indigestion Powders. , Beatrice Currie, Bonalyn Van Tusel,
Miss Madeline S. Rhoda of Houlton |Pauline Smith, l^ucy Chamberlain,
was awarded the first prize of $50 ' Leland Ludwig, Wilder Carr, Phillip
She found 3660 words. Roy E. Niles Tingley, Jerome Ervin, Fred Webb,
of Houlton, traveling salesman for the Ralph Burns, Clarence Yerxa, Frank
Cook. Everett and Peqnell wholesale. Sleeper, Phil Dempsey, Ralph Blake, 1 1
dr. -ru!r-*s in Portland was eighth on Wendell Grant, Frank Lincoln, Alfred s i

Season’s
Greeting

Coughs

fjmmmdO all whose patronage durIf one is in need o f a rem edy, w h y not m a k e it a good
rem edy?

W h e n one needs

a

Cough

R em edy,

|

McCready.

nS

ing twenty-nine

years

has

helped to make our business

action is d esirab le b e ca u se a c o u g h d o e s n ’t h esitate to

successful, we wish to express

beco m e a se rio u s so u rc e o ftrou b ie.

W e o ffe r o u r o w n

appreciation and extend the compli

C o u g h M ix tu re illu stra tin g h igh p o w e r a n d w ith every

ments of the season, with every good
;

------------------------------- s a fe ty v alu e t o o ---------------------------------

#

We highly recommend this prepara

Munro’s
Ammonia
Mixture

fairly .^well

advanced

coughs.

our

wish for the coming year

tion in all cases of incipient or even
For

J

simple tickling, huskiness and hoarse
ness it is without equal.

It has high

sedative value and excellent
expectorant value

50

J D
.

§1 Munro’s West End Drug Store ||

■the !iet, receiving $5.

I

quick

--------------------------G et it at M u n ro ’s ---------------------------

11
! i
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Perry

Jeweler and Optom etrist
Houlton, M aine

|
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MAINE SHOULD HAVE
MILLION SUMMER AND
WINTER TOURISTS

pression more than President Hard
ed out the fundamental conditions
GIVES BUSINESS
ing.” continued Congressman Tread
little deal by which I expect to make
which underlie the prosperity of a
TALK BY RADIO
well.
$3.50 in real money.”
nation and the things which America (Calcutta! Correspondenqe
London
An audience of thousands of per must do to return to a sound business
Daily News)
“ Take, for example, his address at
The account of a fight between a
Boost Maine and advertise her re the opening of the Disarmament sons, scattered throughout the states basis, for the benefit of the business
N O T IC E O F F O R E C L O S U R E
man and a huge leopard in a jungle
sources and bring an ever increasing conference. The whole tendency of east °1 tbe Mississippi, in southern j man and employee alike,
Public notice is hereby given that
...
.
..
. , ,.
.
'
Clyant C. Crockett of Caribou, in the
'Economists and some of our so village
tide of summer and winter tourist in the conference and Its purpose o f , Canada and on vessels at sea heard
has thrilled India. A fter kill- f!0linty 0f
Aroostook and State o f
~
side her borders was the theme of the accomplishment, are epitomized In j »y *»<*»»» o f the wireless telephone ,.alled busine6s authoritjes..
ing a young girl, the beast
was Maine, by his mortgage deed dated
W.
Babson, “ are becoming befuddled by the pre’ chased by the inhabitants of the August 1st, 1920, and recorded in
meeting of the Maine Hotel Associa his one sentence, ‘Our one hundred |a11 a(ldress by Roger
tion at the Augusta House on Dec. 13. millions, frankly, want less of arm-! business statistician,
Southern
vailing pessimism and are issuing village, and, in the end, the cham- X? 1 - ^ ^ ’
It was the first business address j statements tQ the efleet rh*.t
! pitm hunt:er among the men, naked J?istrict ot the Aroostook Registry of
Its last act was to adoptt i resolu ament and none of war.’
“ Again, publicity must be truthtion, presented by Frank D. Marshall
__ ,
Aroostook
of the Marshall House, York A rb o r, ful. There is no use of advertising
and State of Maine, the following
described
real estate
wit, parf
a part
authorizing the appointment of a ! fakes and fakers.
Goods must be ; ever heard a business talk. It w a s ' tradictiug such an opinion.
Fitnda
There ensued a Homeric struggle. of
|ot numbered
three to that
0(
! estimated that Mr. Babson’s speech,
committee from the association’s ex-j correctly marked. The outside barker
i mental conditions indicate that the in which man and beast actually said,Caribou formerly “ H ” Township
: sent out from the powerful Medford
ecutive committee to confer with and |for the side shows at a county fair
low point and turn upward will arrive ! wrestled for life in the presence ot commencing in the center of Collins
;/Hillside wireless station of the Ameri- in 1922.”
make an agreement for the advertis- i has no place in a line of permanent
an excited crowd. And the man killed Street at the southwest corner of
can Radio and Research Corporation,
H
,
,,
land deeded by Samuel W. Collins to
i ing of Maine and the establishment j business.
Mr.
Babson
stated
that
the
country
1wds heard by many thousand persons,
pai ’
.
Andrew J. Johnson; thence, westerly
of an information bureau with the j
“ And
again,
effective
publicity
is suffering the natural results of warAfter billing the girl the leopard along
the center of said Collins
each seated in his or her.own home,
- Maine Automobile Association or any ■should have a unique
and
what
time’
prosperity
and
he
discussed
sevi
cleared
off,
but
a
horde
of
Indians.
Street
eighty-seven
and seven-tenths
other organization and such an agree-; niiglit almost be called a catchy side, or in the wireless room aboard a eral of these results.
i- j by
u
„ feet;
thence,
north ard
16 degrees
east
accompanied
a
small
army
ot
#bo(;t
three
hlmdre(l
f hirty (ee<
vessel, and with a pair of telephone
ment undoubtedly will be reached ; A
man in politics, whether he enjoys
a continuation of said Johnson's
“ The inflation," he continued, “ is pariah dqgs, were soon on the trail.
receivers
pressed tty the ears.
between this committee and the di-j it
or not, must
at timescultivate
;
started north line; thence, easterly to said
being wrung from the wholesale prices i Ultimately, the beast was
On
numerous
occasions
concerts
and
;
rectors of the M. A. A., at a session I publicity.
In several campaigns for i
which are down to air average of 25 from a thick bamboo clump and stood Johnson’s northwest corner; thence,
Wednesday morning.
I Congress, instead of cigars and other sermops have been delivered by prom- j
at j
•
southerly along said Johnson’s west
Retail
iiient persons by wireless telephones, j per cent above 1913 levels.
’
line to the place of beginning. Also,
A former meeting had been held 1,rie" d'-v tokcns' 1 have happened to :
prices
have
not
declined
so
much,
i
Then the champion hunter of the any additional land which may be
but this was the first occasion on i
n: young
v minor man renowned
-------- ’ for
*
for the purpose of organizing this as- alwa),s have a stock of Penclls ',rH|>er' ■which a business address was deliver-[ but >vill probably work lower on lines Village a
necessary to make the above describaoelatlon. but that of Tuesday night, »
marked wlth me aIld have Sivel>
ed in this manner. Just prior to 8.15, not already readjusted. Wales' have ! hiS
ot foot aad ski» i" hint- ^ C ' ^ r d Z T ’ p ':° f t S K
called hotel men from all sections o f ! ° ,u “ g00d man>’
thousands.Possibly
been reduced in many quarters t o ' ! ” *
!'l,,zens ° f tba jungle, shout- Sl,rvev and p]an ot s a id p a r t ot lot
to
learn
what
I
niay
not
llave
made
many
votes
tllp
talk
*,Bgai1,
tlle
thousands
the State who came
,
. ..
h»t
huvc oHcoMnri
of wireless enthusiasts “ tuned in” on make lower costs possible. Workers, s
I1 " as bls *eoPar(l. rushed numbered three in said “ H” Township.
the objects of the association were j
,*iey ^ave attracted attention as
., orompM-P w i v » lpmrth and “ aot” a«” ^ coming to see that they must give : ,
t h e ! ranks of the villagers and
The premise® above described are
a ,p)0-metic \\a\. length ami
got
boldly faced the wild beast.
the same Premises conveyed to the
and to join.
a uni^ue form of Publicity.
£,“ , m"
dh tntv Ldn 101 t,1P dollai
..
I
f
,
said Clyant C. Crockett by Fred T
A banquet was held at the Augus- J
1 have laid down in general that station 1XE.
Mr Babson spoke on “When S h a ll! t,loy got> instead of trying t0 Sive «s
* or a n,loment the leopard faced its Giberson by his deed of Warranty
ta House, after which came the meet-1in Publicity you want simplicity,
; - ' ! We Return to Prosperity?” He point-1 as ^'ttle as possible and still hold the ^
to the attack, dated March 21 1919
truthfulness and uniqueness
_________ 1job
The
The Indian hunter had no weapon,
That the said Eva D. Ryder by her
Joseph W. Simpson, president of |hotel men of Maine can very read- '
------------------“
The
fact
is
that
business
is
larger
and,
in
order
that
his
movements
?
f^
d ? L / LSSignJnent d^ted Januarjr
the association, presiding at the meet-:
U8e 11,1 three ° r these f e t o r s . : i't Atlantic City took birth. Therp is ■
today than it was in 1913. The diffi- should not be hampered, he had Registry in Vol. 306,C°Page 193, soldi
ing. explained the objects of t h e jw h a ' can be more »Mi»ctWe to the only one hoard walk. There is only,
, th .
„
maim- thrown ajiide his loin cloth.
assigned and conveyed
the said
organization and said that for many |weary bod-v a,ld soul of tbe> «*ty one Atlantic City. Uniqueness made:
'
‘
‘
mortgage
and
the
debt
thereby
se
great
la( turor mnv imist market
years lumber had long been the found dweller than a matter of fact state- it. Some one had the vision. “ To be |do
cured to Caribou National Bank, a
more
goods
in
order
to
keep
his
j
A
Clean
Joke
descriptive of the natural at- successful, we aL must have vision. ,
. ,
ation of this State’s prosperity, but ment
national
banking association
and
.
..
. , , . _ __
,
TT
.. ,,
..
enlarged plant liusv. With this situa“ May I; hold your palm Olive?”
Here you have Henry Far'd saw years ago the use J
corporation organized and existing
that it was disappearing;
that
a tractions of Maine?
under the laws of the United States,
"Not oil your life Buoy!”
<an * U *01
*he keenest
prominent lumberman had recently sea shore and mountainous country, of the ‘flivver’ and today he is reap- j ° n
and located at Caribou, County and
ing -he
the whirlwind nr
of -prosperity
stated that it would, under the present I pure air and celebrated water «all
» ™
» » h „ .due
i „ „ ; " >mpe " on
" «
“ “ S' of us hav"
State, aforesaid.
experienced.
system of cutting not last more than [ combined within a comparatively to that vision. What should be the
Bird in Hand
That the condition in said mortgage
voore
V aa thorofnrp npPAHsurv I narrow radius. It would be foolish not - nature of the vision you men of Maine!
‘ rllis same competition will, in the
is broken
by
Caribou
__ _
j *reason
uu.ov/11 whereof
niiciCUl A
.AI 11
“ I’m
a ; very busy man, sir. What National Bank, aforesaid claims
to provide a new business foundation.: td
the truthfulness in their need to have, it is not for me, a |
™ '- sal™ ™ r l|’tr0^ * ™ s- d
is your proposition?
foreclosure of said mortgage
t m * wait hAfA In ihn form
of the ! description for nature, a glories for stranger, to advise. I can only tell lllcrease efficiency, it will lead to
“ I want to make you rich.”
Dated at Caribou, Maine. December
summer tourist business
transcend artificialities.
you to profit by the example 0f |greater and more economical produo“ Just fjo. Leave your recipe with 13th, 1921.
Caribou National Bank,
tion through the standardization of me and Rll look it over later,
At a recent meeting of the Maine |
Then too you have uniqueness others.”
Just
By its Attorney,
the manufacturing processes. It will aoV I ’m ! engaged in closing
Advertise Maine!
Automobile Asso., Hiram Ricker had ; ^ eibaps 1 niiSht be pardoned another
up a 351
John B. Roberts
,
lead
to
lower
costs
and
lower
prices.
•
>
a
=
a
s
a
!s
s
s
B
B
S
9
s
s
9
B9
»
_________
______
said that this brought $25,000,000 into i Personal word- The house where I
The idea of how to boom Maine for
the State. This Mr. Simpson felt was |have sPent the
of my life is a this work was jmt forward by Hiram The manufacturer, too. will con- §1111*111^

WRESTLING A LEOPARD

- z&ms&zs&zs

ris

J

too conservative.
He felt it was i sma11 country tavern in comparison \v. Ricker of Poland Spring, presinearer $50,000,000.
! with ,he great caravansaries that have dent of the Maine Automobile AssoIt was a business which helped a l l ; growri up in the country and city, but eiation.
He restated the program
the people in the State, he declared, j 1 wil1 venture to say that are few inns presented at the annual meeting of
Every farmer and every business; better knmvn l).v name than
mine, the other association recently, which
man was interested and benefited.
" he reason is easy to see. It is not js to establish an information bureau
•
To show how hotels could help, he ; tliat the brolled chicken is any better in Portland to spend about $25,000 in
explained how in York as a result of * lan my neighbors, or the cream any advertising Maine in the leading daithe efforts of the summer hotel men. i thicker than his, but it so happens jy and weekly publication of the
a full time health officer was estab- t }at my forebears conceived the idea country. To do this will require the
Hshed at a per capita cost of $2 per 01 Cohering together a few teapots sum of $50,000 annually for three
year. It had proved one of the best and whenever the
Berkshires
are years. To secure this it is desired
investments the town had ever made. ' spoken
1 wil1 wager that; four out of that 2.000 persons, or memberships.
Governor Baxter was introduced 1five People will sav ‘You must see the |K, pledged to pay $25 a year,
and after expressing pleasure at b e -1teapots at the Red Lion Inn.’
»
was to make a working agree
ing present said that Maine had a
‘Gathering them was a pleasant ment with the M. A. A. that Mr. Mar- '
number of important industries, but ; d*version but
has been a mighty shall's resolve, already
mentioned.
sAone more so than the hotel business. g0°d business asset in its uniqueness, provided.
f It brought much money into the : ^ ou- ' 00> can Provide thruout this
Mr. Ricker said that this was the
State, none of which went out. He ! 8tate something a little different from first time in his 40 years of hotel exdeslred to see this business given an ; t i e rest of us- The sea is no bluer perienoe that he had ever seen hotel
impetus. He could not see why the 1in one section than in another. The men of Maine get together for the
$25,000,000 or $50,000000 which the bench may not he better in one place purpose of helping one another.
It
summer visitors left here should not : tllan in another, but because in days was a step in the right direction,
be doubled and that instead of 600,000 gone
some one happened to think
He then called attention to the
such visitors the State should not that the easiest way to walk along competition of overseas tourist bu.sihave a million or more each year.
t,le seashore wa« to lay down a few nes and that of southern and westHe briefly discussed hotels in oth-1hoards, the greatness and prosperity ern states.
er sections of the country and of
the world and declare that no where
was there such a cordiality of wel
come as was given by the hotels of
this State.
I
In his opinion the hotel business
of the State is now only in its in- ’
fancy and must grow tremendously.
The subject of good highways, he j
said, was to be an important factor
in this growth and that the State
was behind the work and wanted to |
develop it.
j
He spoke of the wiqter sports in
Maine. Th4re was no reason, he de
clared, why this should not be devel
oped and be made a wonderful suc
cess. Already at the famous Poland
Spring there had been a regular win
ter season for a number of years'
where these sports were featured. It
was equally possible in all other sec- j
tions of the State.
Congressman Treadway of Massa j
chusetts, who was the chief speak- 1
er of the evening discussed the need !
Prices on H u dson M odels reduced as follow s
of vision among hotel men and of
the value of publicity. He said in
part:
“A man making a speech can get i
mors publicity for some trite epi
gram than he can for pages of flu
ent
English,”
said
Congressman
Treadwell.
“No man has this power of ex-

Hudson and
ssex C ars

Red uced in Price

Cent rate his attention on giving just
as# much as he can for the dollar he
gets, rather than trying to get just
as much as he can from the product
he offers. In short, we are rapidly
getting hack to fundamentals of
service. We arc* getting back to the
solid foundation of honest value. In
reality, we are all very much better
(iff today than we were during the
feverish rush of the last
half of
3919."

H a lf D ollars at
WATER
NOW

N O T IC E OF F O R EC LO S U R E

Whereas, Josie E. Owen and Austin
I. Owen,
husband
and
wife,
of
Masardis in the County of Aroostook
and State of Maine, by their mortgage
deed dated May 21, 1918, and record
ed in "the Aroostook
Registry
of
Deeds. Southern District, in Vol. 280,
page 219, conveyed to the Houlton
Savings Bank, a corporation duly
incorporated under the laws of the
State of Maine and having a place of
business at Houlton In said County
of Aroostook, the following described
real estate situated in the Town of
Masardis in said county, viz:— One
hundred ninety-nine (199) acres off
the South side of Block numbered
ninety-one (91) in said Masardis and
bounded as follows:— On the north hy
land conveyed to Edmund Burleigh by J
John A. Rockwell by deed dated |
December 26, 1916; on the east hy I
the east line of said Block number
ninety-one (91); on the south by the 1
south line of said Block number |
ninety-one (91); on the west by the
west line of said Block numbered ;
ninety-one (91);
being the same,
premises conveyed to said Josie E. ’
Owen by said John A. Rockwell by ;
deeds "dated January 9, 1917, and
recorded in said Registry in Vol. 290. i
page 286 and deed dated May 17, 1918, |
reference had to both of said deeds j
and the records thereof.
Now, therefore, the condition in
said mortgage is broken by reason j
whereof said Houlton Savings Bank
claims a foreclosure ot said mortgage 1
and gives this notice for that purpose.
Houlton, Maine, December 15, 1921. |
Houlton Savings Bank
By its Attorneys,
352 •
Archibalds

i

$1695
1745
2295
2570 |
2650
2920
3495

50c

RATES

DUF.

e a c h

J

11
HOULTON WATER COMPANY

Ij

j

|

;

Mechanic Street
\

I

Coupons

|

Liberty

on t h e

Fourth

|

j

due

and

|

f

p a y a b le O c to b e r 15th, 1921

|

1

L oan

are

Opposite the American
Express

Company
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Did You V isit Us
— I------------------------- ■
— -

How a Blind Woman’s Friendly Call Left
With Us aA New Vision and Understanding

Effective December 24th, 1921

Phaeton
7-Passenger Phaeton
Cabriolet
Coupe
Sedan
,
Touring Limousine
Limousine
F. O. B. Detroit

Ml
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XK o! the most interesting of

O

tl,ie

many

The good-will and understanding resulting from

interesting incidents of our r>‘<<hit Tele

phone Week \v;ts the visit of an aged blind
woman to one of our central offices.

these visits make ns wish that our patrons would
fe d that they are welcome to call on us during
any

week

of

the

vear.
“ My

t e 1e ]> h <)’ n •*

means

so much

to

'V 't !

-■ if

..
\\ e plan no special

m e ! " slit1 said. “ The

?>, preparation and de-

world would eertain-

sire no formal imf.

<ly be smaller for me
without it; yes and

/
/
70 M i! fcvs/s

thought
your

I'd

So

"

H: ”: i ' : ;
pi :;T y ' 'y£~.
jj:: '/
jj

JWS^ST: f.

much less bright ami
c h e e )• f u 1.

.

H

1

That will

enable us to

to

■time whon

call, in order to toll
you that.

or Manager will be
sufficient.

accept

invitation

fi('atfOM- A ('a11
Opt
Gie Chief Opiut

demands

fix

a

sen'ic*”
will

be

Of course

^

1 can't see how you
make all these con

Essex M odels including the n ew

Coach

a re

re 

duced as follow s

nections, hut I'd like
to feel

the

M ut

switch-

Don't feel that this

could understand tlit'

Touring
Coach
Sedan

$1095
1345
1895
F. O. B. Detroit

■ fi*

process.’*

Houlton, Maine

a

hid

for

sym

dents of

If

you .are having ser

This and other inci
Telephone

vice troubles,

come

and

about

tell

us

Week gave us tele
phone people a new

them and see if in a

vision of our job and

spirit of friendly co
operation we eat not

a new conception of what telephone sorv.ee means
We appreciate more keenly

than ever that the world would be much smaller

McGary Bros.

*- r #/

is

pathy or praise.

to those we serve.

Union Square

around.

hoard and see if I

for almost everybody but for the service: of which
we are a part.

find a way to correct them.
You will be welcome at any central office in our
territory.
possible.

Please plan to call in the afternoon. if

Aroostook Telephone & Telegraph Company
And. being human, we desire to do what we can
to make the world bigger and happier by giving
the best possible service.

C. L. DILL, Manager
JOSEPH HATCH. W i r e ‘'Chief
ROSINA W ETMORE. Chief Operator

i

JUST TALKS
On “Skinning a Deer'’
1 went hunting last fall and some
one gave me a deer to bring home. I
never shot a deer, but I have no
objection to venison on the table, and
believe me. that the man who thinks
he can skin a deer without a course
of lessons is the same chap who thinks
he can skate the first time trying, or
drive a golf-ball two hundred and fifty
yards of fairway in two days’ practice,
with no previous anathema.
1 dumped this deer down on the
bricks in an enclosed, out-door porch,
where the gentle winter winds could
congeal him and promptly forgot all
about him until last Sunday when i
heard the church-bell ring and some
one said something about the ‘dear'’
Christmas bells. Then I thought about
the deer Christmas meat.

Ml *

,

>,

> ,*

t,

He did not seem to be the gay.
bright-eyed thing that he was when
last I saw him on the shores of Moosehead Lake. He looked wall-eyed, dis
composed and distant. He seemed to
be a sort of mummified reproach to
common decency and he had a sort of
perfume somewhere between an Owlwagon and a Chop Suey place. He
was sweet all right; but he was
1 can't open roads, they are permitted to do so, a
sanguinary. And he lay where we to theshape ot' a zero.
my hands and close them except I clause which will enable some sixteen,
had put him on the bricks.
I had no intention of skinning that have a butcher-knife in them. I have States to pursue the policy already
im
w ‘e^ *hq typewriter a.l day adopted of building the most
deer. I intended merely to inspect
with
a
cupful
of
blood
by
my
side.
portant
roads
first.
or
oiooa
oy
him. But. somehow, in a momentary
“ The immediate effect of this act
aberration of common sense, I went AH night “ unskinned" deer climbed
will
be to stimulate the construction
over
my
sleep
of
unrest.
and got out a hunting-knife; slashed
and
maintenance of the trunk high
Away
with
venison
and
avaum:
with
it to and fro on a rat-tailed file until
ways
in those States which, because
I am fed up
It had an edge, then made an incision saddles of deer-meat!
of
lack
of funds have not thus far
aro>ind the animal’s off hind-leg and on skinning deer and the next time
made
much
progress toward
an
began to skin. It wai just like taking that anyone gives me one, either some
adequate
system
of
connected
high
the first drink of home brew. Once ma i skins it for a livelihood; or that
done! over the precipice, for you!
deer is cremated and his ashes strewn ways. As this progress is made, the
Also! You take an ancient deer and by the sands of the seashore, within States themselves will undoubtedly
his hair is insecure and plentiful. I a cable-tow length of some good come to the conviction already ex
in the
more
never saw’ anything that is so far restaurant or first class hotel, where pressed by officials
______
_
_________
advanced
Commonwealths,
that
inter
from being bald as a spike-horn buck they fry soft-shell crabs that om does
weighing 130 lbs. in three seconds J not have to skin. -Arthur G. Staples state highways perform more than a
State
purpose, are‘ the most" useful
'
had a wad of hair in my mouth that in Lewiston Journal.
to the most people
and
logically
would have stuffed a boarding house
should he constructed and maintain
pillow, and before 1 knew it I had a
ed
by the
rational
government.
trse collection of bangs affixed to the
At the sales executors’ session of
Presumable, this work would always
roof of my palate and my breath was the Taylor Society's fall convention, i .
. ,
..
,
...
he earned on through existing agen
being inhaled like the sound of the Henry S. Dennison of the Dennison
cies of construction rather than
Auburn fire whistle. In some way I Manufacturing Company stated that
through the organization of a Federal
had rubbed my nose with the back of not over la per cent of the: average
agency, and the consequent release of
my hand (my nose#always itches when sajesnian’s time is spent in productive
State and County funds for the conmy hands are tied up with other work) work; that is. as a salesman.
.Air.
and the hair had gone where it fisted Dennison was discussing the report
and I was full of it.
of a special committee which
has Richard A. Feisis, president: Horae*1
That was the first episode but not the been conducting an extensive survey K. I■Iathaw.uy. R. B. Wolf and Edwa rd
H.
S.
last. When you skin a deer, take my of sales management during tin last W. (Mark, vice pr esidents;
advice and elevate him. I have since two years.
Per;--am, managii ig director; Ray M.
been told that the best way to skin , The report on sales planning, pre I iud son. J. (\ He ckmanii. Ida M.
a deer is to hire it done by a butcher sented by Willard E. Freeland of the Tarl )e!l and L evi H. Ballou, dlirectors.
Hudson,
and the next best way is to put him Winchester
Repeating
Arms
Co., Ales srs. Hathaw'ay. ( ‘lark,
on a table, just as one dissects any chairman of the special committee, Hue kmann and l 'ers on were re dented.
other organism and that the third represented a more intensive field
One purpose of th <> Taylor ;-ociet y's
best— or third worst way— is to hang study of this subject than was given st (idy of ‘‘.--.ales engi lmcring” is to find
<u'gan izat inms are
him up by the heels and let the hair in the report last year. In Mr. Den how far leading
rain down on you and that the very nison's discussion he explained how dev* ■loping and ma;y devoid P their
worst way is to lay him on the floor he had sent his time study men along disti dinting method.s along tho same
as l did ml skin him in a posture full with several of his salesmen to lines; as product Oil man age ment has
ol acute angles of the back of the ascertain just how the
productive been developed.
skinner.
time of tho salesmen might bo in
I'll say that if you ever desire to creased, not necessarily to require
walk again among men as a man, the salesmen to do more work, but
Jr.n i: B e a M a r t y r
a;.-! r ;:i‘: Vr in s ilence.
I'ilos can be
don't skin him from the floor in. in o-der that the sales operating d o V-n.d.i>
vein-veil
by
R EM -O LA— a
Skin him from the ceiling down and ■art nn-nt. tin1 management
.<<;!.
L.-alim: salvo that allays
might
:
;>). 1 inibimmat ion.
Free Sample
buy a hair-umberell. If you are go b'Mter nlan tin* schedules of tho sales
i
in plain i oa!--»l on\ elope.
*
ing to skin a deer, you have yuv.r nh'i)
Ho found that, about In per
T H A Y E R & CO., I nc.
choice of'tools; but I advise an axe. cent of the salesmen’s timo was spent
Lntciblishcd 184
AM BKI1A.
LOSTO.N, MASS.
Take an axe and chop his head olf. in c orical work, 15 por emit in a dual
Then saw him up, hide and all, and selling, and 75 [ter cent in ‘'walking,
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
then boil him with the hide on. It's and waiting.-' he said.
To ineroasf
I’ltblic ;ml iee j hereby v i V
Uni
easier; and I don't see as It mala
tho productive time of the s esmien Walter I 1. 14i li a t Y. lot mi rl\ of ( 'ari;:r.y difference in the amount of ha r by 15 per cent would doubl
■heir boil, i'l t In ( 'oil!! ! y of A roo:gl ■iok aud
in (he meat. There is only ore thing selling rapacity, he declared.
State of M a i 11e, m:t now of re_.,.a Ion,
h e . r to get away from its attuc .Following is a list of th■1 IT'\ ha in 1li** COur11y o Sati ,)oa< inin and
immts than the hide of a dc. r; and 1Society officers for the com in ve;) r . -Sate of Ga 1i torn ia, bv his n:iort aag e
deed dat ed Onto In■r Mb. 19! 9, and
that is a tight union suit
in hot
= »-= - recorded in Vol. :51-!. 1’age L>s y o f the
weather. And they ate a good deal
Sout hern l)i st riot of tile . 'OO:Rook
alike at that. There aro so many
m m Regist ry of Deed s, eon vevei 1 to Alva
V. Sampson, Art 1inr ('. Tho mas hot li
1 r./tuberances on a deer! If it were
Im S m of ( ’aritx m. in t! e Count y of \roon
not for the use that the deer happens
took and St; tte o t Maim1, and S» uvell
to have for legs and anus -so to
T. Hoyt of Easton in said County of
Aroostook and Statu of Maine, Trust
speak— l would make a deer like an
ees under the last Will and Testament
eel. 1 would have his hide come off
of Edward C. Sampson, late of said
without any flanks, any beLy: and
Caribou, deceased, testate, all thaf
back; any hams, any neck!
Neck!
fart of lots numbered thirty-four aud
thirty-nine in that part of said Caribou
How in thunder does a deer skinner
formerly ” 11” Township lying east of
g ‘-r the hide off a deer's neck. Any
the highway known as the River Road,
respectable hide would slip off over
so-called, crossing said lots; except
.. . ee- ‘s head; but this one did not.
ing land conveyed by Aldice Hitehings
and others to the Bangor and Aroos
It refused (o skin above the ears. I
took Railroad, and containing in the
offer the hide, as it is, f. o. b. my
premises
hereby
conveyed
about
cellar, to anyone who will come ai d
twenty-nine acres; being the same
f Y B E Y the signal oi danger
get it within two days after publica
premises convoyed to the late Edward
ahead. Don’t p la y with
C. Sampson by Aldice I). Hitehings
tion of this notice. And it is a good
a Cold-— c u r e it immediately
by deed dated October 19. 1906, and
hide, at that. I'll say it is tough, even
with Hill’s C. E. 0 . Tablets.
recorded in Vol. 299., Rage 510 South
if the hair is short in places and even
ern District Aroostook Registry
of
At the first sign of infection,
tho it may be pulled off a little
Deeds.
take Hill’s— best by test, the
The premises above described are
i: regularly in places.
standard remedy the world over
a part of the same premises conveyed
1 -began on that deer when the
lor Colds, Coui-hi, Headaches,
to the said Walter H. Laffaty by the
church bells were
ringing and
I
and La Grippe.
said Alva ( ’ . Sampson,
Arthur C.
concluded as they were saying the
Thomas and Sewell T. Hoyt, Trustees
Hill’s C. B. Q. acts at once.
as aforesaid, October 8th, 1919, and
doxology for the vespers. More than
Disintegrates and starts work in
this mortgage was given as a part of
t**:i times. I straightened up; stagger
ten ^econds, giving quick relief
the consideration for said deed.
and curing the Cold.
That the condition in said mortgage
is broken by reason whereof Alva ( ’.
ASTHM A— Kidder’s Asthmatic
Demand red box bearing Mr.
Sampson, Arthur ( ’ . Thomas and
Pastilea
Hill’s portrait and signature.
Sewell T Hoyt. Trustees as aforesaid
Leading Remedy for Asthma for 73
claim a foreclosure of said mortgage.
yean-. Buy the $1.00 size, containing
At All Druuitts - 30 Oats
Dated at Caribou, Maine. December
three times the quantity of the 50c
15th. 1921.
size. Kidder’s Pastiles relieve, where
Alva C. Sampson, Arthur C. Thomas
all other so-called cures tail.
Pre
W H. HILL COMPANY. DETtOlT
and Sewell T. Hoyt,
Trustees
as
scribed by leading physicians. Samples
aforesaid.
sent upon request. For sale by all
By their Attorney,
Druggists or by mailSAM UEL
ivrxxu aura
351
John B. Roberts
KIDDER & CO.. INC.. Boston 29. Mass.
Establibed 1804.
i

m

Stops

importance is that
requiring that
States must match Federal funds with
funds from State sources or so con
trolled. with a qualifying time limit
of throe years to permit necessary
changes in State laws to meet these
conditions. The broadened definition
of a highway department will require
proper organization of these important
units in the future.
“ The authority granted tho Secre
tary of Agriculture to undertake high
way research in cooperation with in
dependent agencies as well as through ,
the Government will greatly stimulate
study and analysis of fundamental
highway problems.

NOT

To

Pay

F O R G E T

Your

ELECTRIC

JANUARY

10

And Save 12’/ 2 Pei' Cent

i

The

SAFE FOR THE EN
TIRE FAMILY
| (N o Drugs)

.oo
a b o t tle

at West End Drug Store

Are You Feeling Fine and Band

IF NOT— W H Y NOT? When you get up in the morning
with a dark brown taste in your mouth, your tongue furred,
and you feel lieadaehey or nauseated, there must be a
reason.
Have you been overeating of rich and indigestible foods,
too much pastry or sweets? Eating too fast, without
chewing your food properly, or eating when overtired and
unable to digest)
If so, reform your habits, but don’t try to drag through
the day feeling blue and grouchy;— get a bottle of “ L.F.”
Atwood's Medieine and take a dose to assist Nature to get
your digestive apparatus functioning properly. It acts
promptly as a laxative and will help to fre e you of bilious
blueness. 50 cents at your dealer’s.
“ L.F.” MED ICINE CO., Portland, Maine

3 Marvelous Books!— 3 Million Circulation!

And Now Selling at the Rate of a Half Million a Month!
O th ers

P S ie v e d —

? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? Why ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?

Why Not You?

Because they contain the message of the hour!
Because they explain the present world conditions and outcome!
Because they are written in plain, terse and easily readable style

C atarrh Does H a rm — Get Rid O f It.

Catarrh of the nose or throat
when it becomes chronic weakens
;he delicate lung tissues, deranges
the digestive orpins and mav
Cad to con-mmp; ion. I t impairs
•.bo t;mie, .-me!] and hearing-, and
:t
o
- V
I t
is a cws!:tm h o - r
and requir
a
w i:
I remedy.
T.ik - i ; Sarsaparilla, whwh
bv purii vin.g i ho bio d removes *
the cause of the di sww ami gives
permanent
This alterative
and tonic medieine has proved en*:relv satisfactory 1o tlmrmands of
i'mnities in. three generations.
[f there is biliousness or consti-

already translated into 30 different languages!

Because they are sold at cost and within reach of all!
“ Millions Now Living

W ill Never D ie”—

128 pages, paper bound—clarifies the
answers to these times of distress and
preplexity.
Regular price
.25
“ Can the Living T alk W ith the Dead?’’—
128 pages,
paper bound --the
Ri i V
teaching on Spiritism, Regular pri---.25
“ The Finished M ystery” — fiOn pages, cloth
bound; verse for verse explanati-ms
of Bzekiel and Revelations— the »-my
*
book of its kind extant. Regular >•' !-■<• .85
Total value <850 pages)
$1.35

)

The Three
for Only

85c
1‘os! paid

Remit by 12pxres.s or Postal Money Order or Draft to

International Bible Students' Association
15A Cornhill, (Dept. 10) Boston, .Mass.

Reduction in Prices
A substantial reduction in the price of Exide
for automobile starting and lighting is an

nounced, effective December 1st.
In making this announcement, we wish to state

CASCARA^OUINiN[|

which have always characterized Exide Batteries will
be sacrificed to make this reduction possible.
The same material

and the same high-grade

workmanship which you have always associated with
Exide Batteries will continue to feature their construc
tion.
Let us install in your car the Exide that is best
suited to its requirements.

c

IE

U

r

Best Mixtures of N ew Iron
Correct Construction
^ Superior Workmanship
Ask your Clarion dealer to show
you how Clarions are made

WOOD & BISHOP CO.

Let us explain its lasting

power and carefree service.

BANGOR, MAINE
Established 1839

BATTERIES

H oulton B a ttery S e r v ic e
P. E. McGary, Proprietor

in

Combination

bmion, take H o o d ’s Pills.

B a tte rie s

six
letter

these on my own initiative,
being
convinced that you will appreciate
their exquisite flavor.”
In due course the ioctor replied:
‘You have not asked me for a con
sultation, but I venture to send you
three prescriptions, being convinced
that you will derive therefrom
as
much benefit as I shall derive from
your cigars.
As my charge for a
prescription is two dollars, thi3 makes
us even.”

emphatically that none of the well-known qualities

1

for

accompanying

stated that “ I have ventured to send

24 hours

T

L I G H T

TUESDAY

been ordered, with a bill
dollars.

CLARION RANGES THE BEST
£
MONEY CAN BUY

BI LL

BEFORE

PAGE SEVEN*

“ These are some
of
the
main
changes. There are others but suffici
ent have been enumerated to show
that the educational campaign waged
by Senator Townsend to bring about
a clearer appreciation of the
im
portance of the highway problems,
has been a successful one."

anycold ir

DO

la tn j

struction and maintenance of the
ed to the wall; leaned against it in a NEW HIGHWAY
MAKE IT KNOWN
State and County roads would great
semi-unconscious state,
while my
LAW MARKS DISTINCT
ly expedite completion of a network When the cave man started drawing
vertebrae whooped and creaked and
On his little bits of bone,
of
highways everywhere.”
howled worse than the ice in the tale j
STEP FORWARD
He was telling someone something,
of the Ancient Mariner. Four times
“ With recognition of interstate
I The day when the Federal GovernHe was making something known.
I went over in the corner and cried. |ment will take over the main inter roads now a fundamental principle in
And it’s rather more than likely
Three times I had to perforin the
state highways of the nation was the national highway law, there are
He was trying to arrange
Lorenz operation for hip disease,
brought measurably closer by the numerous other scarcely less impoi- To dispose of, say, a stone axe
before I could continue. Seven times
recent enactment of the Townsend tant changes to be found in the new'
And get something in exchange.
1 plunged the reeking blade into the
j highway bill, in the opinion of Roy act. The new requirements for main
dear and said “ Die! Carcass!”
D. Chapin, chairman of the highways tenance are so exacting as to insure
When finally 1 ripped the last committee of the National Automobile the nation against loss and to set a When the next man started writing
On his little bits of clay
high standard for the States.
The
attachment of the epidermis from Chamber of Commerce.
He
was dishing up the story
that beast and staggered to the wall,
“ While the new highway act is not same is true in the clause which
In
a diff’rent kind of way.
bloody knife in hand, as the sunset all that students of the question would provides that highways must be conAnd
it’s rather more than likely
j
structed
with
due
regard
for
future
bells were ringing and said: “ It is like to see,” said Mr. Chapin, “ the law
He was trying to describe
j
as
well
as
prevailing
traffic
needs.
finished.” I looked like Macbeth
as it now stands marks a distinct
The advantages of dealing
played
by the late William
step forward ir. the evolution of our ! The new and flexible formula for
AVith a member of his tribe.
Macready who was the bloodiest
highway policy. Under its provisions, I public lands States will be far-reachthem all in the good old days
Federal aid can no longer be scattered ; ing in its benefits as will the liberal
They were element’ry people
buckets of gore in Shakespeare
And broadcast.
Each State highway de , appropriations for forest roads and
With an element’ry plan,
i
trails
which
reach
a
total
of
$15,000,I was as humpbacked as he over
was partment is now compelled to desig
0
But
they laid a good foundation
|
000
for
the
next
two
years.
The
when he played Richard the Third.
nate 7 per cent of the mileage in the
For
the modern business man:
!
c.lause
which
directs
the
Secretary
of
And that is not the worst of it. I State^as a system and of this 7 per;
can't get over it. 'Here I am today cent, three-sevenths must consist of!I War to transfer to the Secretary o f 1And it’s rather more than likely.
If you try the self-same way,
bent over like a crescent moon.
I priamary highways of interstate im -:; Agriculture surplus war materials
You'll
he selling out to-morrow
;
available
for
highway
use
will
effect
cannot walk; I cannot talk U am so portance on which 60 per cent of all!
What
you advertise today.
a
savings
of
millions
of
dollars
in
the
full of h a ir ); I cannot stand up Federal funds may be concentrated. I
“ Sixty”
purchase
of
equipment
and
will
work ;
straight. I am bowedlike a broken ! in those States where highway
modernize
highway
methods
of
con
I
am
ruined
is
more
advanced,
and
where
the
j
reed. I am full of pangs,
Mail Orders
as an upright man.
1 am forever state highway departments lesire to struction and maintenance every
An
enterprising
tradesman sent a
j
doomed to slink. 1 am walking with concentrate more than 60 per cent o f ! where.
doctor
a
box
of
cigars
which had not
my nosein my toes. 1 am trapped in- their funds on the primary interstate
“ Another provision of far-reaching j

SALESMEN'S LOST TIME

\

,

HOULTON

PAGE EIGHT

TIMES, WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 4, 1922

..................................................................................... m
*. son Hutchinson, returned home on
Mr. Albert Doak then gave a poem Middle Atlantic and Middle Western aided by the Federal government, and
Friday.
which was written by a “ dough-boy” states in an effort to increase the vol is under the direct charge of Governor
The regular meeting of the Grange
will be held Saturday evening, Jan. in the trenches, and was received ume of summer tourist business com Percival P. Baxter of Maine, former
'
7th. There will be work in the 1st with much applause.
ing to Maine. A series of sign boards Governor John H. Bartlett of New
and 2nd degrees also installation of
Mr. Roland Hovey and Mr. Hartley for Maine also is being considered.
Hampshire and Secretary of the Navy
tMiimtiiMiMmmMiiiiiiiiHmMmNimiiiiiiiihimMiiiminmmiiimiiiiMiMmiimmmiimuiiiiimmimiMimiir. the officers.
It has developed that Maine is los Edwin Denby.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Drake and Miss Stewart sang a duet at this time, en
and Mrs. John M Hunter gave ; Grace McCordic returned Saturday titled, When I ’m Gone You'll Soon ing its summer business because of
Governor Baxter is taking a very
Subscribers should bear in a Mr.
party to a large number of invited from Skowhegan where they
have Forget Me, which was very beautiful the active competition of other resort active interest in the big project and
mind that all subscriptions are guests at their home Friday evening, ] been spending the holidays with their ly rendered.
centers through extensive advertising pays frequent visits to it to protect
(sister, Mrs. Ansel Kelly.
payable in advance and the pa Dec. 23d.
and
the establishment of information the interests of the State in connec
Principal Everett V. Perkins of the
Rev. Durost, who was called to his i The U. B. Church is in need of funds
per will be discontinued at ex home on account of the illness of his to meet bills- due this month and if High School gave a hi ief but interest bureaus all over the country.
tion with its construction and to con
who signed for the support of ing talk on the value of rural life to
Large sums of money are being fer with the other members of the
piration. Notice of such expira father, has returned and the services those
at his church were largely attended the church for 1921 will please send the hoys and girls, hov' the duties they raised in a number of states for the commission, or their representatives.
tion will be sent out the First of Sunday.
the amount due to E. B. Lilley, Treas.
are required to perform on the farm sole purpose of booming them as sum- i
It is anticipated "hat the work of
Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur Howard gave |«•
greatly assist in the work,
each month.
mer resorts and in order to get j laying the steel or superstructure of
develops
mind
and
bo
ly,
and
teaches
a Rook party at their home on Tues- j
Maine’s extensive summer tourist the bridge will be started in the
self-reliance.
la y evening, also Mr. and Mrs., W. ;
traffic
headed in their direction, Spring and the whole bridge should
M. Haskell gave one on
Saturday j
has returned to
Harry
Farley
A comic song, sun* by Mr. J. F.
Quite a number from this place at evening.
these campaigns are having their be completed next Fall.
j Hebron Academy.
Hussey with violin accompaniment,
tended Grange in Houlton last Satur*
Mr. and Mrs. William Promrov o f'
Annie Rideout has gone to Presque nearly brought down the house, and effect and the business interests of
day.
Smyrna Mills and Mr. and Mrs. A. S. j Isle to attend Normal School.
Maine which include not only
the
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Dickinson visit Humphrey and family
his encore number was equally funny.
of
Houlton
hotelmen but every line from . the
ed Mr. and Mrs. John Grant New were guests of friends in town. New [ Mrs. Etta Parker and children of
James Whitcomb Riley’s poem.
Caribou were in town over Xmas.
Years day.
department stores down to the boot
Year s Day.
Miss Ethel and Thelma Turney
Mrs. E. E. Milliken of Houlton was Little Orphant Annie, was recited by blacks. are becoming alarmed as well
Forrest
Royal,
Fremont
Hunter
and
i
.
_
Hon. Frank E. Guernsey of Dover,
were the guests of relatives in Wood- Oscar A. Benn. who have been sp en d -!"1 town recently, calling on tilends. Mr. Harry McGinley.
as awakened to the necessity
for former representative in congress from
stock last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Snow and party
jug
their
vacation
with
their
parents,
Mr. McGinley’s voi *e is adimirably protecting this enormous business,
Mr. and Mrs. Elias Eagers and son
were in Floreneeville, N. B. Christmas
the fourth Maine district, and now a
suited to this selectio i and he receiv which is one of the most profitable
John were the guests of Mr. and Mrs. returned to their school work at Colby Day.
candidate
for the Republican nomina
College
this
week.
Bert Atchinson in Houlton last Tues
Maine has.
Mrs. Fred Whithead and son Harris ed much commendation.
The many friends here ol
Mrs.
tion for the United States senate, is
day.
have been visiting in town from the
Mr. Milo Cone gi.ve the
poem
Priscilla Scanthlin of Weston were
busy with his candidacy.
“ Little Breeches” in such a manner
sorry to hear of her death which Boundary.
Perley Jamison has gone to Conn,
Mr. Guernsey feels entirely satisfied
occurred Dec. 24th. She often visited
as to bring moisture to the eyes of
with the progress of his canvass for
Mrs. Annie McGown visited Mrs. her niece Mrsr. Percy Perrigo, and with potatoes and will go to Mary- his hearers, which is said to be the
land before his return.
Clyde Thomas Thursday.
had many acquaintances here.
the senatorial nomination, and is
Remember special meetings all this I highest tribute which can he paid to
Miss Dorothy Folsom of Monticello
Mr. Elmer Scott and Mr.
Harry week at the Baptist chinch. Suitable j
especially
impressed with the great
speaker
visited Miss Mary Hand Sunday.
Niles while returning from Houlton
The foundation for the last of the j number of letters received from men
Miss Evelyn Carson of Bridgewater one evening last week were run into SP! c S s a o p e S d Z S S i r after tluJ
^
Chapman. Agricultural ,„stru c big piers being constructed for the j personally unknown to him, volunteerwas a week-end guest of Miss Mary- by an auto driven by Parker
Me- Xmas vacation, during which nearly I tor at the High Schcol, gave a brief
M a i n e-New
Hampshire
Memorial j ing support, and with the hearty asHand.
Quarrie. The men were thrown to
Mr. Earle Hand of Bridgewater the ground. Mr. Niles was badly cut all of the teachers left for their homes. I history of Agricultural Instruction in Bridge across the Piscataqua R iv e r : surances given by those whom he
Ida Stackpole returned Monday to
gtate> and aiso gave us valuable
spent the week-end with his mother about the head, one ear ^eing severed
between Portsmouth, N. H., and Jmeets upon his travels over the state.
Orono after spending her Christmas
Mrs. Edith Hand.
statistical
informatio i regarding the
and he was rushed to the hospital. vacation with her parents, Mr. and
Kittery, Maine, has been completed.! Much of Mr. Guernsey’s time of
Miss Vera Thompson, a student of
amount of money e ppropriated by
Mrs. H. G. Stackpole.
This is the south channel pier located |late has been given to non-political adthe U. of M., returned to Orono MonCongress for the car-ying on of this
Mrs.
Bernaro
Killcollins
has
a
visit
day morning to continue her studies
on the Maine side of the river.
dresses before clubs in different parts
from her sisters from Mars Hill and work thruout the country
and
in
after spending her vacation at her
Mr. Sam Bishop was in Houlton
The work on this particular pier of the state, on the subject of the
Robinson Saturday. Mr. and Mrs. Kill
home.
several days last week.
collins expect to leave this week for Maine.
has been in progress
for
several limitation of armaments.
He has
Mrs. Owen Thompson, Mrs. Annie
Miss Fay Logie of R. C. I. was the
He then told us of the work at the
California.
weeks with day and night shifts, the spoken in Guilford, Rockland
McGown and Miss Faye Thompson week-end guest of Miss Ecla Adams.
and
The funeral of Thomas Holmes was |High School, how. this year they are , caison being sunk through the river [ Dexter on th,g
were in Woodstock last week to at
Born to Mr. and Mrs. Given Gardin
subject,
and
has
tend the funeral of their uncle, Mr. er a baby boy on Wednesday, Dec. held Tuesday, Dec. 27th, from the studying potato cultivation, but next bottom, a distance of over 20 feet, to j accepted invitations to address clubs
Baptist Church. He had been serious
Richard Hand.
year plan to take u ) the study of
28th.
bedrock.
The work of putting the in Dover and Saco,
Mr. and Mrs James Webb gave a
Burnham Sewell of Houlton spent ly ill for a long time. He had many grain, fertilizers and the soil.
friends
in
town.
caisson down through this stretch of
party for the young people Thurs a few days last week at the home of
Last, but by no means least, was
Mr. and Mrs. Williard Packard and
day evening. About thirty gathered Dan Stewart.
boulders, clay and gravel had to be
M. A. Randall and family, also Mrs. Mr. Hartley Stewart’s solo, Three For
Unimpeachable— If you were to see
to enjoy the hospitality and good
Miss Nella Young of Houlton visited
done ,by “ sand hogs” works in the the unequalled volume of unimpeach
Mary
Brown
of
Caribou,
were
dinner
time given them. Games and music a few days the past week with Miss
Jack, and needless to say Mr. Stewart compressed air chamber under 3S
guests New Year's day of Mr. and
able testimony in favor of Hood's
were enjoyed by all. Before leaving June Bubar.
Mrs. Allen Bo»*ne, Bridgewater Cor. was encored until ho gave a second pounds pressure per square inch.
Sarsaparilla, you would upbraid your
a bountiful lunch was served by Mrs.
Mr. Alfred Campbell of Houlton
self for so long delaying to take this
Fire early Saturday a. jn. destroyed selection.
Webb. The whole exening was full spent Sunday with Mr. Geo. Adams
The bedrock is slaty in color with a
effective medicine for that blood,
Harry Good’s potato house on the
Ladies day will be January 28. A
of fun and everyone left hoping to Jr. and family
few quartz veins showing, and its sur disease from which you are suffer
Snow
road,
no
insurance.
About
half
enjoy many more pleasant hours in
Nurse Ardis Collins, who has been
very able committee has been appoint
face is undulating and worn through ing.
the potatoes were saved, teams began
Mr. and Mrs. W ebb’s home.
caring for Merle Bither, returned to
early hauling and worked until 11 ed and the cooperat on of all ladies by glacial action with the grooves and
her home Saturday.
Notice of First Meetinq of Creditors
is requested to make this meeting the j marking plainly t0 be
Miss Tena McKeen of Houlton spent o’clock at night.
seen. The In the District Court ol the United Stated
smart blaze started on the “ best ever.”
Sunday with her parents, Mr. and
marks run in a generally north and
for the Northern Division of the D i s 
The funeral sermon was preached
potato house of Joe Smith Xmas eve
Mrs. Preston McKeen.
The judges for these two meetings j 8 0 u t h r t ( r e c t l o n . w h ic h 0’f c o u r e e i
trict of Maine.
Ir. Bankruptcy.
by Rev. Margaret Koch. Appropriate
but
was
put
out
by
the
timely
arrival
is
Miss Meredith C.arr and Miss Eva
|
of a crew of men. Thanks to the are Principal Perkins, Mrs. Chas. P. the direction followed by the great In the matter of
music was rendered most acceptably
Sawyer of Houlton are having a week's
Thomas J. Pieree
] In Bankruptcy
promptness of the central who rung in Barnes and Mrs. Elizabeth Stevens. glacier.
by Mr. and Mrs. Robertson.
vacation here with relatives.
Bankrupt
!
an alarm. Before the day was over
It was the great desire of Miss
The next regular session will be
Misses Ressie and Leola EstaIt took 620 cubic yards of concrete
To the creditors o ( said Thomas J.
Smith to be baptized into the member
a new roof was on the old walls and January 14 at 2 p. n ., and there will
brook are visiting their grandmother
completely to fill the air chamber. Pieree of Mars Hill in the county of
the loss was small indeed considership of the church, but on account of
Mrs. Frank Little in Houlton.
be installation of off cers.
her physical condition it was not
ing.
|
The pressure was taken off, and the Aroostook and District aforesaid bankrupt
Mr. Asa Adams returned to his
Notice is hereby given that on the 31st
New Years the potato house o f , South Aroostook and Penobscot last of this dangerous
deemed wise.
work
was day of Dec., A. J>. 1921, the said Thomas
school work at Colby this week after
She had really given her heart to
spending the vacation with his father Harry Good was a total loss and a ( Pomona Grange mee.s with Littleton completed.
Both piers and
both J. Pieree was duly adjudicated b an k 
Christ and lived in the full assurance
large part of his , crop.
Several I Grange, January 18.
Geo. Adams.
abutments are now founded on bed rupt and that the first meeting of
teams wored into the night Saturday !
of hope beyond the grave. The why of
Miss Willa Stewart returned to her
creditors will be held at the office of F d suffering and pain Is truly a mystery. school in Springvale on Monday night and hauled the potatoes that w e r e !
rock below the river bottom.
win I j. Vai! in Houlton on the 21st day
ami perhaps some-1
W ho shall say that God’s will and after spending the Christmas vacation j 11111
" ’av 1,11
When the southerly channel pier is of Jany., A. D. 1922, at 10 o’clock in the
purpose may not be fulfilled in spite ...ut,
may
_______
*„
vt..
Tree
r»o«?Ai
thing
may
he
lealized
out
of
his
ciop
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Daniel
For some time there has been completed, the one whose foundation forenoon at which time the said creditors
of it all. Thru the years of pain this
after all. Tt is understood no insurcontemplated an adi ertising proposi was finished today, it will measure 107 rr.*iy attend, p ro v e Phei * claims, appoint a
girl has been tenderly and patiently Stewart.
ance
w;is
curried.
Mrs. Sarah E. Bither has gone to
cared for by a loving father, who him Portland for a visit,
tion to advertise the resources of tin feet from its bottom to the top, and trustee examine the bankrupt and trans
accompaning
act such other business as may properly
self, is an invalid, and by a devoted
State of Maine, in ( ifferent parts of from the top of the pier to the top of come before said meeting.
her daughter Mrs. Clinton Merrow
and self forgetful mother.
home who has been visiting here the
the United States. ; ml for the past the steel tower, which it will support,
Dated at Houlton. Dec. 31st. 1921.
The funeral service of Miss Rena
past few months.
E D W I N L. V A I L ,
month a committee made up from the and which will carry the machinery
Smith occurred at the Baptist Church
Mrs. Harriett Rhoda of Houlton and I The men's meeting of Houlton
Referee in Bankruptcy
Dec. 13. She leaves her father and
Maine
Automobile
Assn,
and
the
for
the
draw
span,
it
will
be
180
feet
Mrs. B. K. Burleigh were in Westfield
j
Grange on Saturday. December 31. Maine Hotel Assn, have been working more, or a total constructive height of
mother, and several brothers ana
last Thursday, December
29th, to
sisters, and other relatives to mourn
attend the wedding of Mrs. Elizabeth j was a decided success from every on definite plans to his end. Ihe last 2S7 feet. This is 66 feet higher than
her loss.
Miss Smith was in just
Rhoda and Mr. Robert Murry Little. Sstandpoint.
meeting having been held in Port Bunker Hill Monument and nearly
the prime of her life, only 29 years of
A party was given last Saturday
age. She had been a great sufferer evening at the home of Mr. and Mrs. j All offices were filled by men for land on Thursday.
twice as high as the Fidelity Building
all her life, the last months in partic Andrew Adams in honor of their son ji the conducting of business as well as
Already a number of subscriptions in Portland.
ular were full of pain. In spite of her Frank who is attending Colby College \conferring of degrees.
have been received of $1000 for each
The bridge is being built by the
handicap she was a brave and good and being home for his Xmas vacation
It was voted at this time to donate of the years of 1922-1923-1924 and that states of Maine and New Hampshire,
girl.
, a number of young people spent a ten dollars to the Maine Baby Saving
is the basis on which all subscriptions
j pleasant evening. A treat of apples,}
Association.
are made and more can be had for
pop corn and candies was served.
After the regular business meeting the asking.
Mrs. Ernest Brinkerhoff of Houlton
the officers proceeded to confer first
Is visiting her mother, Mrs. Albert
H. P. Gardiner of Portland, who is
Hatfield.
and second degrees, the men wearing the secretary of t i e
Hotel
Mens
Born to the wife of George 1). Grass
The schools in town except the
the regalia of the lady officers, much Assn, will have ch£ rge of the cam
a
daughter
on
Dec.
27.
Tannery, opened Monday for the W in
Arnold P. Ross is spending the to the merriment of all present.
paign to raise this money and work
ter term.
This was followed by dinner,
a on the project has
Ora Mooers returned to Bangor holidays in Boston, Mass.
already
com
Paul Logie, R. C. I. ’23, is the guest
Monday, where he is attending Shaw
trifle late it is true, but well worth menced.
M A E E D W A R D S STOCK CO.
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Newell
Titcomb.
Business College.
presents big International hit
waiting for, as the menfolk delegated
Elbert
Dow,
son
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
The plan as outlined calls for the
Mr. and Mrs. S. H. Smith were the
“ PEG GY O’ N E IL ”
week-end guests of their daughter, Perley Dow, is very ill with pneumon to that task had prepared a most raising of a sum of not less than $50,- You all know the song, now see the play,
ia.
delicious
chicken
stew,
and
the
one
Mrs. Elmer Bragan in Letter B
000 among the business interests of { the nig laugh festival of the season.
Mrs. Isaac Gerow has been very ill
Robert O. Lovely of the Lincoln
Com edy ---“ Get Rich Quick Edgar” and
hundred and thirty-six people present the state, to be giv?n each year for Weekly
News
Drug Company has been visiting his for the past week with grippe, hut is did full justice to that, as well as all
now
much
better.
three
years
for
the
establishment
in
No
M
atinee-Evening
35, 50, 75c, Tax Paid
parents, Mr. and Mrs. H. A. Lovely.
Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Ross, Wm. and the other appetizing viands.
Portland of an all-the-year-round in
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Pipes are
W e think some of the good house formation bureau, which shall be
receiving congratulations on the birth Elmer Adair have been confined to
of a daughter, Pauline Ruth, Thurs their homes by severe colds.
wives must have been conducting equipped to furnish state information
A P A R A M O U N T P R O D U C T IO N
Mrs. Marcus Leavitt of Ludlow
day, Dec. 29.
private cooking schools during the of every character. In addition it is
spent
several
days
at
the
home
of
her
“Just Around the Corner”
|
The sum of $29.95 was realized at
proposed for this year to advertise A story that is just bubbling-over with !
the Basket Social held in the hall son Roy Drake, returning home on past month.
humor and good, wholesome amusement
In selecting a farm light plant,
Of course the bachelors would know Maine extensively throughout
Friday evening by Miss Dolly Hogan, Monday.
the Comedy— “ Snooky’s Fresh H e ir”
performance is what counts most.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Robinson re
teacher of the Conlogue school. The
how to cook anyway.
P u ttin g N ature Next
You want to know how W illy s Light
money wll be used to finish paying turned Sunday from New Brunswick
is liked by people who already have
Open session was declared for the
plants.
for the Victrola recently purchased where they spent a week with Mrs.
afternoon while we listened to the
Robinson’s parents.
Telephone any of our customers
by the school.
— we will give you their names.
Mrs. Orie Titcomb and two children following excellent program:
C O N W A Y T E A R L E in
A merry company of young people
They will tell you of the W illy s
gathered at the home of Ora Mooers left Thursday for Presque Isle for
MThe Man of Ston*.”
Singing of America by the Grange.
Light certified electric service— how
on Wednesday evening. Games and a week’s visit at the home of her
all guesswork and uncertainty is
A story of a young man’s struggle, of a
Vocal solo, “ I’ll Take You Home
e l i mi n a t e d .
H o w a dependable,
young man’s successes and of a young
music were enjoyed until a late hour father, John Brown
Mrs.
Fred
Ewings
and
daughter)
Again
Kathleen,”
sung
by
Mr.
Roland
year-in-and-year-out
performance is
man's
life.
when a delicious lunch of cake and
assured.
( 'omedy T orch y’s Promotion
coffee was served. All w-ent to their Natalie returned Wednesday from Hovey. Mr. Hovey sang well as usual,
L e t ’s See the Animals
Get the facts, then ask us to
homes declaring it was one of the Madison, Me. where they spent Xmas and responded to an encore with the
demonstrate.
with
her
mother,
Mrs.
Fowler.
most pleasant events of the winte^.
Mrs. Elizabeth Hare, who has spent song. “ Thinking I Hear Thee Call".
#295 up to #595
WE BUY RAW
the past two years in the Western
Next came a very able address by
D U S T IN F A R N U M in
suites, arrived Tuesday for a viit Attorney-General Ransford W. Shaw,
A. M. S T A C K P O L E . Jr.
at tup market prie >s. Bring your
“The Devil W it h i n ”
Mr. Francis Mooney of the G N. with her sister, Mrs. J. A. Wolverton.
collection in.
'I' 'atle lace
to
Bridgewater, Maine
entitled.
The*
Relation
of
the
Grange
gnruilii.-tinn
is
of
the
higlm:
type
ot
face
and
get
vmir
mmiey
mi
the
P. Co. of Bangor is in town for a nw
Mrs. Kate Noble and Miss Helen
spot.
3*"
entertainment afforded.
Dustin Farnum
to
the
Law-making
and
Law-keeping
Shaw
of
Blaine,
who
have
been
guests
days.
,
BANG OR T A l LO W CO.,
portrays his role with exceptional ability
The Great Northern Paper Go gave at the homes of G. M. Noble and Hud- of the State.
and is -mnported by an exceptional story
140 Broad St.
Bangor, Maine
free moving pictures in the hall Satur
cast
Comedy— “ Devilish
Romeo” and
Mutt & Jc-ff
day evening.
7
Power and Light vtttti the Quiet Knight
Mrs. Mattie Stanley spent Xmas
at Presque Isle with her daughter
Mrs. Lowery and family.
The students from Ricker who have
been home for the holidays returned
Say, yesterday I had the worst, Cold you ever
to their studies last week.
In order to j i v e o v a ' customers the lowest possible price on
Dorothy Weed went to Houlton
saw. Nose run, bones ached, flashes of fever,
Saturday to resume her work as
laundry soap w e have purchased a straight carload, con
hot and cold, chilly. B u t believe me, I am all
teacher in the Bowdoln St. school.
right today.
sisting of 635 boxes of S w ift’s Prid e Soap, 100 cakes to box.
Merle Lowery, Donald Mills, Gert
D o you w ant to know what did it? One 25e
rude Fletcher and Velma Briggs will
return to Waterville this week, all
box of
?
W e w l l l
300 b o x e s of t hi s s o a p f o r
students at Colby.
Glenwood Temple of Limestone
Laxitive Cold Tablets, prepared
spent the week-end in town, leaving
Monday noon for Orono where he is
fo r L. A . B a rk e r Co., O ak field, M a in e
♦1
a student at the U. of M.
B ttm w m m ro tB m m m m m #
Miss Opal Fletcher, who has been
at home for the holidays, returned to
Orono Monday, where she his
a
position as stenographer in Alumni
hall.
The party in the hall Friday even
V E R S T O C K E D on the justly
ing was a success, $30.50 being receiv
ed. Although It was zero weather a
fam ous R oun d O a k
Coal
good crowd was present, 18 tables
being filled. Glen Porter and Mrs.
Stoves. 33 1-3% discount and
Wm. McCloskey received the first
prises, while Mrs. Howard Good ami
paid to any point in Aroostook
Eobt.
McLeod
won
the
second.
Delicious refreshments were served,
l»m * <
County
then dancing was enjoyed for a while
with Dorothy Weed and Opal Flet jher
at the piano.
The hostesses were
T h e soap is alread y in our stock.
R em em ber this price is
Mrs. Joel Wellington, Mrs. Weed, Mrs.
good only w hile 300 boxes last. W e believe this is the best
Elbrldge Wellington, Mrs. Bertha
Jewell and Miss Marguerite Melvin.

BRIDGEWATER

EAST HODGDON

GUERNSEY’S SENATE
PROSPECTS BRIGHT

COMPLETE FOUNDATION
FOR LAST BIG PIER
OF MEMORIAL BRIDGE

LUDLOW

L1NNEUS

A

OAKFIELD

TO ADVERTISE MAINE

HOULTON GRANGE HOLDS
SUCCESSFUL MEETING

NEW LIMERICK

Week of January 2, 1922

LITTLETON

Temple Theatre
WEDNESDAY

Certified
Electric Service
Telephone the Neighbors
Who Know
Get Their Opinions

THURSDAY

FRIDAY

1

SATURDAY

MONTICELLO

Feeling Fine, Thank You

o

S w ilts
P r id e

S w i i rg

HODGDON

Rev. G. L. Pressey attended a con
vention in Bangor recently.
Miss Birdie Gerow of Littleton
visited in town one day last week.
Mr. Fremont Hunter was the guest
of friends at Portage last week.

J. E. Tarbell & Sons
Smyrna Mills, M aine

P r id e ?

.79 a box

We will also give 33 cakes
for $1.00. The large cake
These Prices are for cash

---------------------- soap trade in A roostook C o u n t y -----------------------

A. H. B r a d s t r e e t & So n
B rid gew ater, M ain e

